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ABSTRACT 
Synthetic biology is a field that is tending towards maturity. Synthetic gene 
networks are becoming increasingly more complex, and are being engineered with 
functional outcomes as design goals rather than just logical demonstration. As complex 
as circuits become, it is still a difficult process to build a functional gene network. Much 
work has been done to reduce DNA assembly time, but none specifically addresses the 
complexity of producing functional networks. To this end, we present a synthetic gene 
network assembly strategy that emphasizes characterization-driven iteration. The Plug-
and-Play methodology allows for post-construction modification to circuits, which 
enables the simple swapping of parts. This type of modification makes it possible to tune 
circuits for troubleshooting, or even to repurpose networks. We used a specified set of 
restriction enzymes, a library of optimized parts and a compatible backbone vector 
system to preserve uniqueness of cloning sites and allow maintained post-construction 
access to the network. To demonstrate the system, we rapidly constructed a bistable 
genetic toggle and subsequently transformed it into two functionally distinct networks, a 
3 and 4-node feed-forward loop. 
Vll 
We also designed a synthetic gene network that can propagate signals across a 
population ofisogenic bacteria. We used the Plug-and-Play methodology to quickly 
construct an excitable system that toggles between sending and receiving states. We 
developed a spatial assay platform that could accommodate long-term, large-scale plating 
experiments so as to visualize the propagation effect on the centimeter scale. We built 
several iterations of the propagating network, probed the regulatory dynamics of the 
various nodes and identified problematic nodes. We took steps to address these nodes 
with both orthogonal transcription machinery as well as multiple modes of genetic 
regulation. We integrated the propagating networks with a DNA-damage sensitive 
triggering module. This opened up the gene network to potentially complex applications 
such as antibiotic sensing, or longer-distance communication experiments. 
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CHAPTER 1 - GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1- Synthetic Biology 
For several decades, scientists have manipulated genetic material in the pursuit of 
a better understanding biological behavior (Cohen, Chang, and Hsu; Cohen, Chang, et al.; 
Little et al.). However, in the last few decades, the explosion of new biological 
techniques and has driven biology from a qualitative to a quantitative discipline (Sanger, 
Nicklen, and Coulson; Mardis; 't Hoen et al.; Davey and Kell; Seamer et al.; H. H. Wang 
et al.; Martinet al.). This made it possible to design and manipulate genetic material in 
an intelligent, predictable and functional way. The nascent field of biological engineering 
began to emerge with growing successes in DNA manipulation (Gibson, Young, et al.; 
Shendure and Ji; Shendure; Khalil et al.; Qi et al.; Bang and Church) and researchers 
quickly began applying broad concepts from engineering and design to biology. Today, 
this wealth of technical knowledge and expertise has opened the doors to successes in 
genomics (Mali et al.; H. H. Wang et al.), metabolomics, transcriptomics (Z. Wang, 
Gerstein, and Snyder), de novo DNA and protein creation (Kosuri et al.; Rackham and 
Chin)and more recently, the emphasis on community interactions in the various"-
biomes"- such as the gut microbiome (Turnbaugh, Ley, et al.; Turnbaugh, Hamady, et 
al.; Mee and H. H. Wang; Modi et al.). 
The field of synthetic biology is growing at a torrid pace and is a subsection of 
biological engineering. Defining it becomes more challenging as it encompasses the 
increasingly vast intersection of biology and engineering (Khalil and Collins; Endy). 
However, at its core, synthetic biology attempts to recapitulate biological phenomena in 
both native and non-native places using novel biological methods. In this pursuit, it 
attempts to make various functions possible, increasingly complex, controllable and 
efficient. As the field grows, more opportunities to specialize emerge. One such 
subsection of synthetic biology involves engineering synthetic gene networks from 
existing biological parts, which is the bulk of the effort in this research project. 
1.2 -DNA Assembly 
2 
The ability to construct or assemble DNA in a specific order is arguably the 
technology that enabled the boon in synthetic biology. The protocol to traditionally put 
DNA on a plasmid has remained largely unchanged until the last few years. Many 
improvements have been made to address enzyme functionality, maximize the efficiency 
of the process and reduce the time for each reaction involved, but the bulk of the early 
synthetic gene networks were built with standard cloning practices. The steps involved 
include PCR of target DNA to produce desired ends, digestion of the product and vector 
using specific enzymes, ligating the digested product into a prepared vector, and 
transforming the resulting ligated DNA into a cloning strain of bacteria (Cohen, Chang, 
and Hsu; Cohen, Chang, et al.). This cloning cycle exhibits minor differences depending 
on the type of restriction enzyme used, but is very similar and must be repeated for every 
piece of DNA that is added to a circuit. 
In the last decade, several new construction methods have been developed. The 
emphasis of these methods has been construction speed. Traditional cloning using 
3 
restriction enzymes involves a stepwise assembly of genes onto a plasmid with a large 
repetitive cycle for each element. The process can be performed intelligently in parallel in 
order to minimize the steps, but is still a step-wise assembly. The newer "one-pot" 
assembly methods take advantage of some enabling technology to assemble multiple 
genetic elements during a single cloning process. Examples of these newer techniques 
include, SLIC, LIC, Golden-Gate and Gibson among other methods. These methods have 
the advantage of producing multi-piece gene circuits resulting from a single iteration. 
Some leverage PCR instead of ligation, while others use a selection scheme and 
overhanging regions to piece large circuits together. Ultimately, the field is tending 
towards synthesis of custom DNA pieces (Gibson, Glass, et al.; Ellis, Adie, and 
Baldwin). DNA synthesis is the simplest construction strategy and involves simply 
ordering the DNA in a desired sequence from a manufacturer. For many years, the cost of 
synthesis was prohibitive to most academic labs. However, improvements in synthesis 
technology and reductions in error rate have allowed the cost to decrease (Kosuri et al.; 
Eroshenko, Kosuri, and Marblestone ). This decrease in cost has shifted more attention to 
synthesis, but it remains too high for it to be the exclusive method of network 
construction. Rather, it is a useful intermediate step that produces fragments of double-
stranded DNA for use in other assembly strategies. While synthesis is sure to be the 
dominant option when the cost bottoms out, it remains intangible given the multiple 
iterations necessary on the path towards functional gene circuits. 
It is within the iterative nature of creating functional synthetic gene networks that 
the difficulty lays for most assembly methods. While the focus on most innovation in 
4 
DNA assembly is on shortening the build cycle or increasing the efficiency, none address 
the need to have access to the network for changes once it is built. All synthetic gene 
network build cycles require a significant amount of iteration and re-construction in order 
to arrive at a functional circuit. A useful improvement to existing DNA assembly 
strategies would be to enable post-construction changes in the networks. Such access 
would allow changes to be made without the need for wholesale reconstruction of a 
network. Furthermore, with !-directional building strategies, there is a lot of biological 
waste. Circuits are rarely re-used when things are constantly rebuilt. It would be 
beneficial to have a bank of constructed plasmids in a lab to reduce redundancies in 
construction projects. 
1.3- Synthetic Gene Networks 
Biological cells are incredibly complex systems of interconnected nodes, 
exhibiting different types of control, generally with the goal of maximizing metabolic 
efficiency and reproductive success. These regulation schemes, including feedback, feed-
forward, auto-regulation, and redundancy amongst others (Shen-Orr et al.; Rosenfeld et 
al.), are comparable to the logical control circuits common in electrical circuits. These 
control schemes and motifs inspire simple synthetic gene networks that can perform a 
variety of functions within cells (Lu, Khalil, and Collins). 
Synthetic gene networks (or circuits) are made up of relatively small assemblies 
of genetic materials that take advantage of transcriptional and translational interactions to 
produce a logical outcome. These synthetic gene networks typically exist on plasmids, 
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but can also be integrated into a cell ' s chromosome, and borrow cellular machinery to 
replicate and perform the bulk of their biological functions. As such, they can be thought 
of as genetic programs running within cells (Andrianantoandro et al.). The networks are 
engineered and built to execute predictable logical calculations. The networks are 
controlled by small molecules, environmental cues, chemicals or other stimuli and 
respond by executing their "code". This rational approach to biology has allowed a host 
of new quantitative understandings to emerge, as well as the definition of a new set of 
design principles to apply to synthetic biology (Purnick and Weiss). 
The first major successes at applying this engineering-inspired approach were 
found in the design and construction of two foundational circuits: the genetic toggle 
(Gardner, Cantor, and Collins) and the repressilator (Elowitz and Leibler). The toggle is 
comprised of two mutually repressive nodes that can be flipped to either repressive state 
depending on the input. The repression is achieved via proteins that repress the promoter 
at the opposing node. The repressilator is made up of a set of three promoter-protein 
nodes that work in a cascade of repression. The protein from the first node represses the 
promoter of the second node, the protein from the second node represses the third node 
and the protein form the third node represses the first node's promoter. This cycle of 
cascading repression produces oscillations depending on the abundance of any given 
repressing protein at a given time within the cell. 
A key component of creating these functional networks was balancing the relative 
expressions of the proteins in each node to produce the expected functionality. It took a 
great deal of iteration to find the appropriate promoter strengths and protein expression 
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levels. Also, each of these behaviors was accurately modeled using differential equations 
set up in reaction-diffusion models (Ellis, X. Wang, and Collins; Heinemann and Panke). 
This emphasis on mathematical modeling set the stage for future mathematically driven 
biological experiments. These two features remain common in many synthetic network 
efforts. A goal is to produce .better parameter characterization such that the models more 
accurately recapitulate the biological phenomena they attempt to capture. Another 
challenge is the lack of a well-defmed parts set from which to choose different genetic 
elements based on the predictions of a model. However, the field continues to improve as 
both sides continue to refine their work together (Nielsen and Keasling; Beisel and 
Smolke; Aviran et al.). 
The core of the early circuits is simple Boolean logic. These simple logic gates 
are embedded in the genetic elements of the synthetic network. When the cells process a 
network's inputs, the resulting transcription and translation produce a logical outcome. 
Many of the early synthetic gene networks worked on exploring the logical landscape 
achievable using different genetic regulation schemes (Anderson, Voigt, and Arkin; 
Callura, Cantor, and Collins; Stanton et al.). Nowadays, more complex logic gates are 
being tested with more inputs, or with more complex logical evaluations (Moon et al.; 
Zhang and Keasling). There are also several demonstrations of functionally complete 
sets of logic gates. Functional completeness is defined as having a set of logic gates from 
which all logical decisions can be evaluated. There are a few examples of such sets that 
depend on transcriptional regulation (Shis and Bennett) or recombination-based 
regulation (Siuti, Y azbek, and Lu). There is now a new effort to explore analog 
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evaluation as opposed to digital (Daniel et al.). Analog computation and memory are far 
more complex executions at the genetic level and rely on precise tuning of many different 
cellular elements. 
Since these two early networks mentioned above, there has been a great deal of 
work creating original circuits. Some examples include further iterations on toggles and 
oscillators, circuits that can count, control cascades and memory elements. There are also 
a host of circuits that create spatial patterns depending on the circumstance, producing 
edge detection. There exist a whole subsection of networks focused on bacteriophage 
therapies. Bacteriophage has a unique property in that they target bacteria to deliver a 
viral load. This makes them an excellent carrier to target bacteria, specifically within a 
population of different cell types. Some of the successful application of synthetic gene 
networks in bacteriophage have been for the eradication of biofilms (Lu and Collins) and 
as adjuvants for antibiotic therapies (Lu and Collins; Lu and Koeris). 
The size and complexity of synthetic gene networks varies, but is restricted by 
some limiting factors. These include a dearth of well-characterized parts to engineer with, 
limitations in construction capabilities and complications related to unwanted crosstalk 
between the engineered network and the natural host system. Complex networks typically 
use overlapping control elements and cause a greater metabolic burden on the host. In 
order to continue engineering novel and complex circuitry, greater insulation from the 
host is necessary. This will allow synthetic biology and synthetic gene networks to truly 
fulfill the potential that they clearly possess. 
One strategy that attempts to solve this problem is the evolution of more efficient 
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pieces. Directed evolution represents the effort to allow cells to mutate existing genetic 
elements under selective pressure and screen the resultant DNA. The goal of such 
experiments is to allow cells to perform the bulk of the sequence mining. The key feature 
of directed evolution is in the strength of the selection criteria. Cells will undoubtedly 
find solutions for biological problems given a good starting point, but without the 
appropriate pressure, problems such as plasmid shedding, recombination, or loss of 
function mutations can all circumvent the selection pressure (Dougherty and Arnold; 
Bloom and Arnold; Haseltine and Arnold). Using directed evolution and general 
mutagenic library mining, many improvements have been realized in biological parts. 
There are even a few platforms that have been developed with the aim of performing 
such experiments. MAGE from the Church lab (H. H. Wang et al.), PACE from the Liu 
lab and other continuous growth setups (Toprak et al.) serve to perform longer-term 
evolutionary-type experiments. 
As the synthetic biologists mature, there is a need for functionally relevant 
circuits to emerge that address real societal need (Cardinale and Arkin). There are many 
efforts to produce gene networks that address medical needs (Anderson, Clarke, et al. ; 
Aubel and Fussenegger; Weber and Fussenegger; Ro et al.), industrial applications 
(Ellis, X. Wang, and Collins; Alper and Stephanopoulos), and agricultural needs. Even 
with these recent successes, the field of synthetic biology and synthetic gene networks 
engineering must dedicate efforts towards creating circuits that not only demonstrate a 
novel function, but also can perform a relevant biological task. 
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1.4 - Quorum Sensing 
Quorum sensing in biology broadly refers to the emergence of a cellular behavior 
in response to changing cell density. In nature, many examples of quorum-mediated 
behaviors exist across dozens of different cell types. Bioluminescence, symbiosis, 
virulence, competence, conjugation, antibiotic production, motility, sporulation and 
biofilm production are some such processes (Bassler; Miller and Bassler). In the early 
1970's, investigation into the nature of bioluminescence in both the marine bacteria 
Vibrio fischeri and Vibro harveyi started to reveal the nature of the auto-inducing 
signaling mechanism (Nealson, Platt, and Hastings; Nealson and Hastings). Vfisheri live 
mutualistically with variety of eukaryotic hosts. They grow to extremely high densities, 
1011 cells/ml, within specialized light organs (H. B. Kaplan and Greenberg). This 
symbiotic relationship has evolved over time whereby the bacteria are safe in a nutrient 
rich environment, while the host benefits from the light produced by the Vfisheri. A 
number of evolutionary responses for the light exist. For example, some squid (Waters 
and Bassler) use it for anti-predation, while some fish use it to attract mates (Fuqua, 
Winans, and Greenberg). There are also a number of documented examples of using the 
light to attract prey or ward off predators by other means (Nealson and Hastings). 
After intensive study, the cellular machinery responsible for producing light in 
response to cell density was discovered (Engebrecht, Nealson, and Silverman; 
Engebrecht and Silverman). The cells produce and respond to the small organic molecule 
family ofhomo-serine lactones (HSL). As cells grow, the amount ofHSL they produce 
increases as a function of their density. HSL is freely diffusible across the cellular 
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membrane and it activates target gene transcription at threshold concentrations. Within 
the light organ of the mutualistic eukaryotes, the high cell concentration allows the local 
AI concentration to increase to the order of 1-1 0 !lglml (Eberhard et al. ). This is 
significantly more than the amount that accumulates passively in less dense 
compartments of the eukaryote or in the dilute ocean waters. As such, the system is 
evolved to activate at the highest densities only. 
Two genes are involved in gram-negative bacterial quorum sensing. LuxR and 
Luxi, and their many homologues found in different cell types, work together to produce 
the auto-induction. LuxR is a two-domain peptide and is the transcriptional activator. 
Luxi is the AI synthase gene. When enough AI molecules accumulate, they bind to 
LuxR, changing it's conformation slightly to reveal the DNA binding domain specific to 
the target promoter (Hanzelka and Greenberg). The activated LuxR complex binds the 
operator site on the sensitive promoter and triggers transcription. The two well-defmed 
genes and conserved promoter can be cloned into Escherichia coli (Engebrecht, Nealson, 
and Silverman). When these genes are cloned into e. coli, it can synthesize the HSL 
molecule and activate the LuxR gene. 
An interesting feature of gram-negative quorum sensing machinery is that it can 
be regulated both positively and negatively. In recent demonstrations, the gene Aiia has 
been shown to catalyze the cleavage of the AI molecule (Dong et al.; Henke and Bassler). 
This effectively prevents quorum and subsequently represses the circuit. There are also 
molecules that act as repressors to the quorum machinery, such as bromo-furanones 
(Defoirdt et al.). This flexibility to either activate or repress the promoter by the presence 
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of agonist or antagonist is a powerful design feature that makes this system very useful in 
synthetic biology. 
Since the AI molecules can diffuse through the membrane, quorum-sensing is an 
ideal candidate for mediating cell-to-cell communication. As such, it is a valuable tool for 
synthetic biologists. The genes involved are highly characterized and small enough that 
cloning them is easy. HSL passes freely though the cellular membrane allowing cells to 
communicate with each other in a programmed manner. There are many examples of the 
various successes in synthetic gene networks specifically employing quorum-sensing 
machinery. Just as physical wires serve as connections in electrical circuits, diffusible 
chemicals perform that link for living systems (Weiss et al.). Quorum sensing has been 
used to create synthetic gene networks that can produce patters (Basu, Gerchman, et al.; 
Salis, Tamsir, and Voigt; Danino et al.; Prindle et al.), which act as band-pass 
filters(Basu, Gerchman, et al.) , which can take pictures (Levskaya et al.) or detect edges 
(Taboret al.). Quorum sensing has been used as a means to coordinate behavior in 
oscillators and clocks (Mondragon-Palomino et al.; Danino et al.; Garcia-Ojalvo, Elowitz, 
and Strogatz), it has been used to affect population control (You et al.), to create genetic 
logic across different cellular populations (Tamsir, Tabor, and Voigt). There are also a 
number of efforts that aim to engineer orthogonal quorum machinery into single cells. 
This is a powerful next step for quorum sensing as it enables true two-way 
communication across populations (Haseltine and Arnold; Haseltine and Arnold; B. 
Wang et al.). 
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1.5 Project Overview 
Over the course of this research project, we will tackle several elements of the 
synthetic biology process. We will begin by addressing the construction process involved 
in building synthetic gene networks. We develop a methodology that emphasizes post-
construction modification in conjunction with speed. Our aim is to focus on producing 
functional gene networks quickly, not strictly assembling elements together. We will then 
use this system to generate a novel synthetic gene network. The goal of this network will 
be to communicate signals across an isogenic population of bacteria. The ultimate goal of 
the synthetic gene network is to cover a significant distance on the order of several 
centimeters. Along the way, we created many different iterations of the SP network that 
probed various components of the phenotype. We also developed a spatial assay platform 
to perform time-course experiments on large scales. We ultimately integrated the SP 
network architecture with DNA-damage sensitive machinery that enabled many 
interesting versions of the SP including damage sensing circuits, and longer distance 
propagators. 
CHAPTER 2- PLUG-AND-PLAY METHOD FOR CONSTRUCTING 
SYNTHETIC GENE NETWORKS 
2.1 Overview 
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In creating a new system for assembling synthetic gene networks, we chose to 
address an issue that is still very present during DNA assembly. We aimed to create a 
construction system that emphasizes accessibility to post-construction modifications 
rather that just construction speed. We imaged a system that would allow easy, flexible 
access to the genetic elements after they had been put together initially. The highlight of 
the system would be on rapid characterization-guided changes to the system. We ideally 
would have constructs that can be preserved and reused. We also aimed to have testable 
intermediate constructs during the build cycle that provide valuable characterization 
information in real time. 
To this end, we present the "plug-and-play methodology for constructing and 
modifying synthetic gene networks". The methodology is built around a core set of type 
lip restriction enzymes, a backbone vector system with a large MCS, and a component 
library engineered to exclude all restriction sites in the core and MCS. This design allows 
sites to be preserved after cloning and omits scar formation. Since sites are preserved 
during cloning, post-construction modification is simple. We present the system using 
standard molecular biology cloning techniques. However, it is possible to incorporate all 
of the features of this methodology while using another assembly method, leaving the 
network tunable once the construction is complete. A previous version of this work was 
published in Nature Methods as "Iterative plug-and-play methodology for constructing 
and modifying synthetic gene networks" With Kevin D Litcofsky, RJ Krom, Ahmad 
Khalil and James J. Collins ((Litcofsky et al.). 
2.2 The Plug-and-Play System 
2.2.1 Multiple Cloning Site and Vectors 
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The key feature for maintaining post-construction access in the plug-and-play 
system is the composition ofthe MCS. A specific set of31 Type Ilp restriction enzymes 
was chosen to streamline the cloning process. Type Ilp enzymes recognize a specific 
DNA sequence and cut within that sequence to produce either a sticky end or blunt end 
(ref). When a digested DNA fragmented is ligated to another fragment with compatible 
overhang, the restriction site is restored. The 31 restriction enzymes were selected 
according to some criteria to maximally streamline the cloning process. All the enzymes 
are manufactured by a single company, NEB (New England Biolabs, MA)and have at 
least 50% activity in a common buffer (NEB Buffer 4/CutSmart buffer). This activity 
cutoff allows an inclusive threshold of enzymes, and the activity deficiency can be easily 
overcome by adding more units of enzyme or by allowing the digestion reaction to 
proceed for longer. Furthermore, NEB is continually optimizing their enzymes to their 
"High-Fidelity" versions. These are all in the CutSmart buffer and have reduced star 
activity. The enzymes in the MCS all have 6 bp, non-degenerate, palindromic recognition 
sites. Non-degenerate sites are fully defined and reduce the likelihood of unexpected sites 
popping up during the planning or cloning processes. Restricting the size of the sites 
standardizes the primer design process for when sites are appended to the end of DNA 
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during PCR reactions. This makes the annealing temperature and overhang region more 
predictable and helps keep lower primer melting temperatures. Palindromic sites are 
advantageous as they allow two-directional cutting without worry of having to change the 
restriction site sequence orientation. Finally, the enzymes were all chosen to be 
insensitive to dam/dim methylation. This provides maximal sensitivity for both clonal 
strains and experimental strains. The only exception to this last criterion is Xbai, which 
was included to preserve compatibility with the BioBricks system (Shetty, Endy, and 
Knight; Anderson, Dueber, et al.). The final list of 31 enzymes, including 16 HF enzymes 
(increasing) is shown in Table 2.1 
With a set of enzymes that make up the MCS, a set of backbone vectors was built 
to accommodate the new cloning system. The vector was based on the well-characterized 
pZE vector system developed by Lutz and Bujard (Lutz and Bujard). Some modifications 
were made to accommodate the plug-and-play system. The main hurdle was optimizing 
the backbone to exclude any instances of the 31 sites reserved for the MCS. In order to do 
so, random mutagenesis was done on existing sites in the origin of replication and spacer 
DNA. Resulting origins or replication were then tested to confirm that the copy number 
was unchanged. This ensured that the ligation would not produce a new site. The various 
resistance markers were also optimized to remove restriction sites, however since the 
resistance genes are proteins, synonymous codon substitution was used to eliminate the 
recognition sites. We confirmed all the resistance genes that had changes by testing 
plasmids in the appropriate antibiotic. Three vectors were prepared that replicate with a 
high copy origin but are resistant to ampicillin, kanamycin or chloramphenicol. These 
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were named pKE1MCS, pKE2MCS and pKE3MCS respectively. The vectors were 
assembled by digesting designed cohesive restriction sites on the origin, the resistance 
cassette and the MCS and ligating them together. We engineered the Pcil site into the 
space on the vector backbone, outside of the MCS, to provide one unique restriction site 
to facilitate with test cuts in larger plasmids. 
2.2.2 Parts-Library and Usage Pipeline 
In order for the plug-and-play system to work as designed, pieces must be 
compatible with the methodology. However, many of the parts commonly used in 
synthetic gene networks have one or more incidences of restriction sites in the MCS. An 
optimized component library is necessary to ensure that the genetic elements don't have 
any instance of the 31 reserved restriction sites. This will provide the flexibility to clone 
and change constructs once they are built. The library will be kept in common E. coli 
clonal strains, NEB Turbo, DH5-a, or NEB-1 op, and placed in a minimal library plasmid 
labeled pKLiOOO. In order to further standardize the library, Pvull sites flank all parts to 
facilitate digests or PCR design. 
To populate the library, we selected a set of genetic elements based on their 
frequency of use in synthetic biology literature and optimized the genetic sequence by 
removing any of the MCS restriction enzymes (Table 2.2). We first found a consensus 
sequence for all genes and identified the MCS sites present in each. For genes, we used 
synonymous codon substitution to remove the restriction site while maintaining the 
amino acid sequence. For promoters and terminators, we used annotation-guided analysis 
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to maintain all functional regions when possible, and substituted bases randomly. When 
annotation was not available to guide the base substitution, random base changes were 
made and were tested to confirm proper function. The genetic elements in the library 
were then created either by PCR, SDM or de novo synthesis (DNA 2.0). In general, genes 
were designed to include the fast-degradation ssrA tag (Gottesman et al.). This provided 
the flexibility to PCR the gene with or without the tag during cloning cycles. We finally 
characterized all the parts to ensure their function was as expected after the sequence 
optimization (Figure 2.3, 2.4, 2.5). We constructed appropriate plasmids to test regulation 
schemes ofvarious promoters, activity of promoters and other genetic parts such as 
terminators. 
The workflow for using the plug-and-play method is fairly concise once the 
library is built. We demonstrated the process with traditional cloning methods (Figure 
2.2). For a given networks, each genetic element is assigned a directional slot in the 
MCS. PCR primers are designed to add the appropriate restriction sites to the element to 
be inserted. The PCR primers have a homologous region to the target DNA and an 
overhang region that includes the 6bp restriction site and 6 bases of spacer to allow the 
restriction enzyme to physically bind the DNA. After the PCR, the part and the vector 
are each digested in the common CutSmart Buffer. The digested parts are purified, 
ligated to each other at the appropriate molar ratio and transformed. The resulting 
transformants are tested by test cut, PCR, functional screening or sequencing. This 
process is repeated with the new plasmid, which is now the vector, until all the desired 
parts in the network are added. This process can also be conducted in a parallel fashion to 
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minimize the steps involved. 
The plug-and-play method for substituting parts or adding whole portions of the 
networks is similar. The process involves removing the unwanted portion of the network 
via digest, but requires gel electrophoresis to separate the cut DNA pieces according to 
size. The Vector is kept, purified and ligated to the new part that was prepared either by 
the PCR/digest method above, or by removing it similarly from an existing plasmid and 
gel purified. 
Enz me Reco nition Site 
Aatll GACGTIC 
A ell AAICGTT 
Aflll CITTAAG 




























Table 2.1- Plug-and-play compatible enzymes. This list of enzymes satisfies all of the 
eligibility requirements for inclusion in the plug-and-play cloning system. They are all 
compatible with the CutSmart buffer from NEB. They all have well-defined, 6bp recognition 
sites. The cleavage site is indicated by the "I" symbol. 
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Aatll Seal PstJ EcoRI PvuU 
1 gacgtctgtg caagtactac tgttctgcag tcacttgaat tcgataccca gctgggtgga 
ctgcagacac gttcatgatg acaagacgtc agtgaactta agctatgggt cgacccacct 
ApaU Sphl A eli Hindm Kpnl 
61 gtgcaccaag gagcatgcga aggaaacgtt tcgcagaagc ttccgcaagg taccactttg 
cacgtggttc ctcgtacgct tcctttgcaa agcgtcttcg aaggcgttcc atggtgaaac 
Sacll BsrGl BilmHJ Eagl Ncol 
121 ccgcggagta tttgtacatt tgaaggatcc tcaagtcggc cgcccgttcc atggatactc 
ggcgcctcat aaacatgtaa acttcctagg agttcagccg gcgggcaagg tacctatgag 
Sail Nhel SacJ Aflii Ndel 
18 1 gtcgaccatt acgctagccg tctggagctc ggactgctta agtcgctcca tatgctcgtt 
cagctggtaa tgcgatcggc agacctcgag cctgacgaat tcagcgaggt atacgagcaa 
X mal Mfel Kasl EcoRV Avril 
2 41 cccgggacta cacaattgtc ccccggcgcc agggttgata tctatcgccc tagggaccgt 
gggccctgat gtgttaacag ggggccgcgg tcccaactat agatagcggg atccctggca 
Xhol Sspi Mlul 
301 ctcgagagaa tcaatattaa tccaacgcgt ggcatcaaat aaaacgaaag gctcagtcga 
gagctctctt agttataatt aggttgcgca ccgtagttta ttttgctttc cgagtcagct 
Figure 2.1 -Multiple Cloning Site. The MCS is common to all three backbone plasmids in the 
plug-and-play system. 
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Com onent Plasmid T e 
LuxR pKLi049 Gene (Activator) 
AraC_JK_LAA 879 pKLi051 Gene (Activator) 
ECFP-LAA 759 pKLi015 Gene (Fluorescent Reporter) 
EYFP-LAA 759 pKLi013 Gene (Fluorescent Reporter) 
GFPrnut3b-LAA 756 pKLi011 Gene (Fluorescent Reporter) 
rnCherry-LAA 750 pKLi037 Gene (Fluorescent Reporter) 
rnCherry-LCOpt-LAA 750 pKLi056 Gene (Fluorescent Reporter) 
flpE-LAA 1305 pKLi025 Gene (Recornbinase) 
ci-LAA 753 pKLi021 Gene (Repressor) 
cl* 753 pRA107 Gene (Repressor) 
laci-LAA 1122 pKLi017 Gene (Repressor) 
tetR-LAA 663 pKLi019 Gene (Repressor) 
Luxi_RSR 618 pKLi047 Gene (Quorum Sensing) 
PBAD 286 pKLi034 Promoter 
Plac/ara 483 pKLi053 Promoter 
PLs1con 558 pKLi031 Promoter 
PLtetO 74 pKLi030 Promoter 
Plux 219 pKLi055 Promoter 
Plux/d 97 pKLi048 Promoter 
PmgrB 543 pKLi054 Promoter 
Ptrc2 75 pKLi032 Promoter 
Plux/tetR 76 pRA078 Promoter 
Pt7 23 pRA111 Promoter 
Pt7.1 23 pRA112 Promoter 
TO 123 pKLi027 Transcriptional Terminator 
T1T2 231 pKLi028 Transcriptional Terminator 
Spacer-50bp 50 pKLi057 Spacer 
Spacer-1 OObp 100 pKLi058 Spacer 
Spacer-250bp 250 pKLi059 Spacer 
Spacer-500bp 500 pKLi060 Spacer 
Table 2.2 Optimized Plug-and-Play Parts List. This list of parts has been optimized for use in 
the cloning system. They are included in the parts library. 
a 
b 
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666 0 0 0 Oo 
66 0 0 oo 
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Figure 2.2- Plug-and-Play overview. (a) The three components of the Plug-and-Play system 
are the backbone parental vectors with the common MCS, the component library made up of 
optimized parts, and a library of constructs built with the system that can be re-used in future 
cloning efforts. (b) The basic workflow for a cloning cycle includes overhang PCR to generate 
digestible genetic pieces, followed by unique double digest of both vector and genetic element. 
The digested parts are then cloned and transformed and tested. This process is repeated until the 
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Figure 2.3 Promoter Characterizations. The initial set of modified promoters is tested with the 
"WT" version as the performance benchmark. Promoters that were natively compatible with the 
Plug-and-Play system were not tested. 
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Figure 2.4 Transcription Factor Characterizations. We built an appropriate test network to 
examine the behavior of modified transcription factors. The network made the TF under the 
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Figure 2.5 Characterization of Other Genetic Elements. (a) Testing the optimized terminators 
by examining the repression of a polycistronic fluorescent reporter. (b) Testing the fluorescent 
nature of the optimized reporters. 
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2.3 Demonstrating the Strengths of the Plug-and-Play Method 
2.3.1 Construction Flexibility- Building Toggle Switches 
In order to demonstrate the construction speed possible with the plug-and-play 
method, we elected to recapitulate the genetic toggle switch (Gardner, Cantor, and 
Collins). This network is well characterized and particularly meaningful to synthetic 
biologists as one of the foundational synthetic gene networks. There has been a continual 
interest in working with toggle switches in increasingly complex applications (Atkinson 
et al.; Ellis, X. Wang, and Collins). As such, we thought it an appropriate candidate 
network to quickly demonstrate assembly with the plug-and-play method. 
We designed a network inspired by the piKE107 construct in the original toggle 
paper. Two small molecules, IPTG and aTe, control the mutually repressive nodes that 
are characteristic of this network. We found this version was easier to work with and 
more genetically relevant that the temperature sensitive version also described in the 
publication. We took advantage of our cloning freedom and decided to design a toggle 
with a second fluorescent output. Two reporters give a complete representation of the 
state of the circuit. They leave less uncertainty over which repressive state the circuit is 
m. 
The initial design for our toggle included two repressors, Lacf'CMN and tetRPcMN, 
two fluorescent reporters, GFPmut3bPCMN and mCherryCMN' and two promoters, 
P1tetoPCMN and PnacoPcMN. The circuit was planned out bicistronically with the two 
mutually repressive nodes oriented away from each other to minimize potential read-
through errors. We used the RBS calculator developed by Howard Salis (Salis) to predict 
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appropriate RBS regions to include in the circuit. We designed a specific RBS for each 
gene taking into account the folding changes that may occur due to the restriction sites 
around the stat site. We assigned each part to its own individual MCS slot in the 
following order. One node was made up ofP1tetOPCMN_RBS 1-Lac.fCMN_RBS2-
GFPmut3bPCMN' the other node included PnacoPCMN_RBS3-tetRPCMN_RBS4-mCherryPcMN. 
After completing the initial build cycle, we found that several post-assembly 
modifications were required to arrive at a functional, bistable genetic toggle. The initial 
construct did not appear to respond to the addition of either inducer (Figure 2.6). Our first 
solution was to add promoters to each gene. This would relieve any expression problems 
related to the bicistronic nature of the circuit. The new test construct was now 
monocistronic, but still failed to respond to IPTG addition. We then concluded that there 
was likely poor promoter response from the Puaco promoter. The component library 
contained a second type of Lac! repressed promoter, Ptrc2· We simply swapped that 
promoter for the two Puaco promoters and tested this third version of the toggle. We 
finally had a functional circuit, albeit one that required some tuning before it behaved in a 
bistable fashion. We performed random SDM on the Shine-Dalgarno sequence of the 
RBS controlling the translation initiation rate of tetR, since the toggle demonstrated a bias 
towards this side. Screening this set of toggles provided the final functional bistable 
toggle. This toggle could be switched to either functional state by the addition of either of 
the two inducers (Figure 2.7). Our whole effort to recapitulate a functional genetic 
network took five days to build initially using a parallelized approach, and two separate 3 
day tuning cycles in order to produce the fmal construct. 
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2.3.2 Post-Construction Flexibility- Transforming Circuits 
The other mains feature of the plug-and-play method is the flexibility to work 
with existing circuits during the construction process. The parts library is not just made 
up of individual genetic elements, but rather includes all synthetic gene networks 
constructed using the plug-and-play compatible library. Plasmid recycling is often 
neglected in synthetic biology, but can save a great deal of time. Using existing plasmids 
ensures some degree of tuning is already complete when whole modules are imported 
from functional constructs. To this end, we elected to begin with our stable toggle switch 
and construct two individual coherent feed-forward networks of different sizes, which are 
functionally distinct from the toggle itself. 
FFLs are a common network motif in nature. They add complex dynamics to 
regulatory schemes, accelerating, or delaying responses, as well as exhibiting pulsatile 
behavior (Mangan and Alan; Mangan et al.; S. Kaplan et al.). Coherent FFLs act as sign-
sensitive delays to the system inputs. In designing this circuit transformation, we 
preserved as much of the common architecture as possible between the functional toggle, 
pKDL071 , and the 3-, and 4-node FFLs that we were going to build (Figure 2.8). This 
was to minimize the steps required to arrive at the two novel circuits. Our FFL designs 
are composed of a direct and indirect path to a final logical node controlling expression 
of a fluorescent reporter (mCherry). The additional node between the 3- and 4-node 
versions increases the response time of the circuit. 
To arrive at these new networks, we used a parallel construction strategy to 
maximize daily cloning efficiency and reduce the overall steps necessary in the 
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transformation. It took a total oftwo insertions and two substitutions to create the 3-node 
FFL from the toggle. An additional insertion and two substitutions produced the 4-node 
FFL. With this strategy, we were able to generate the 3- and 4-node constructs from the 
original toggle in four and five days respectively (Figure 2.9). 
Once again, while the construction of these circuits was straightforward and fast, 
they did not operate correctly in their first iterations. We had to examine the various 
nodes in the circuit to identify the problematic portion of the network. It was 
advantageous that we used a functional construct as a starting point, as that reduced the 
potentially problematic promoter-protein knobs to test. We began with the simpler 3-node 
network and found that we had a high GFP expression no matter the induction state of 
the network. This suggested that the PltetOPCMN promoter controlling that node was not 
adequately repressed by the tetRPCMN production upstream. We therefore tuned the RBS 
driving tetRPCMN initiation rate using new stronger RBS variants that were predicted 
according to the RBS calculator (Salis). We increased the arbitrary strength on the 
prediction from 1800 AU to 10,000 AU and 100,000 AU. Upon cloning these new RBSs 
in front of the tetRPCMN and testing the node, we found that the 10,000 AU strength RBS 
was sufficient to relieve the bottleneck ofthe 3-node FFL. This functional construct was 
labeled pKDL106. 
We pre-emptively adjusted the 4-node FFL with this new RBS and proceeded to 
tune it as well. We suspected the problems were attributed to the one portion of the 
circuit that distinguishes it from the 3-node version.- the Ptu/cMN promoter or the 
Luxf'CMN gene. The P 1u/CMN promoter driving Lacf'CMN expression to repress the 
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P 1ac!artcMN node was insufficient. We addressed the expression level by randomly tuning 
the RBS with new primers including degenerate bases in the Shine-Dalgarno sequence. 
We cloned in the resulting new RBS library and screened the 4-node transformants for 
correct behavior. The best colony was sequence confirmed and named pKDL 108. 
In the 3-node FFL, which is operated in a background presence of arabinose, the 
promoter P mgrB triggers expression of the first node when induced by the absence of 
magnesium (Mg2l in the medium. This activates both paths, expressing araC in the 
direct path and tetR in the indirect path. tetR subsequently represses the production of 
lac! in the next node of the indirect path. The hybrid promoter Piac/ara, which 
approximates an AND-like gate to express mCherry, then integrates the two paths at the 
final node. The four-node FFL, which is operated in a background presence of arabinose 
and AHL, has an additional transcriptional node involving luxR in the indirect path. We 
compared the outputs of the three- and four-node FFLs to each other and to a one-node 
control. In the control circuit, the promoter P mgrB drives the expression of mCherry 
directly. We induced the three circuits for 6 h in the absence of Mg2+ and made 
fluorescence measurements every hour during an 8-h time course. The circuit responses 
were markedly different. The one-node control responded immediately to the inducer, 
whereas the three- and four-node FFLs required longer induction times before producing 
outputs (Figure 2.1 0). Importantly we were able to observe a time delay to activation of 
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Figure 2.6- Constructing a Genetic Toggle Switch. (a) The 5-day parallel construction cycle is 
depicted along with the initial characterization result. Based on that information, Toggle v2 as 
built and tested and the characterization shows that a node is leaky. Another iteration cycle 
produced Toggle v3 that is leaky, but activates both sides of the toggle. Finally an RBS 
adjustment produces Toggle v4 that is bistable. 
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Figure 2.7- Toggle v4 Induction and Stability. Here we see a toggle that is induced to either 
the Lacl producing or tetR producing states at time t=O. The toggle is switched to the opposite 
state over 5: 15 hours, upon which induction is removed. Stability is shown at 21 :45 from the 
beginning ofthe experiment. Data was obtained by FACS analysis. 
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Figure 2.8- Gene Network Map of 3-, 4-node FF loops. Schematics of the final 3-node and 4-
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Figure 2.9 - Construction of the 3-, 4- node FF loops. This is the construction schematic for 
the two FFLs. The parallel build occurred in 3 tracks starting from Toggle v3 and produced the 3-
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Figure 2.10- FF-loop Pulse Response. Cells containing the three- or four-node feed-forward 
loops were diluted in triplicate and induced by the absence ofMgCl2. After a 6 hour induction, 
MgCI2 was spiked into the media at a final concentration of 50 mM to stop induction. Flow 
cytometry was used to measure mCherry fluorescence (a.u.) at one-hour intervals over an 8 hour 
time-course. Fluorescence data for one-node and three-node loops are plotted on the left (black) 
y-axis; fluorescence data for the four-node loop is plotted on the right (red) y-axis. Points 
represent mean values for three experiments± s.d.; n = 10,000 events per experiment. 
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CHAPTER 3 -A NETWORK ARCIDTECTURE FOR SIGNAL PROPAGATION 
3.1 Overview 
Communication is a complex process that is observed in some capacity in all 
orders oflife (Hauser; Sperandio et al.). At all levels, it is used to organize behavior in 
response to new information. Language is a complex form of communication, but non-
verbal communication is just as critical. Chemical, electrical, biological signals can all be 
integrated and used as methods of communicating information between members of a 
population. Implicit in communication is the ability to pass a message on from a source to 
a recipient. This phenomenon is known as signal propagation and is critical to preserving 
the content of a message during the sending process . . 
Signal propagation over distances is a problem that nature has solved in a variety 
of ways. In the neuronal system, multiple modes of information transfer produce 
propagation (Webster). Signals are sent via electrical impulse through axons, and are sent 
across synapses via chemical signals. Simpler eukaryotes such as amoebae are known to 
coordinate their complex behaviors via chemical signals. One such example is 
Dictyostelium discoideum, the social amoeba. It uses complex cell-to-cell signaling to 
undergo a complex set of life cycle changes, going from unicellular to multicellular 
during its short life span. The coordination of these complex phenomena are all due to 
communication (Devreotes; Mahadeo and Parent). In bacteria, cell-to-cell communication 
is a common way to coordinate behavior, specifically around different conditions such as 
cell density, or along chemotaxic gradients. In bacterial synthetic biology, many efforts 
have emerged using quorum-sensing machinery, but none have addressed the distance 
issue. Most quorum sensing is performed via passive diffusion, often in microfluidic 
devices. The physical range for these demonstrations is relatively small and typically 
relies on specific plating strategies or the proximal boundaries in a microfluidic device. 
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To create a network that can propagate signals to neighbors for a large distance, 
several design features are key. The first is the means to communicate from one cell to 
the other. The second is a system that can create an exponential response to induction in 
order to preserve the strength of the signal as the pool of receiving neighbor's increases. 
This system would be both passive and active in the propagation of the chemical cue. To 
address these needs, we elected to go with specific synthetic components. The first 
strategy during the design process was to employ quorum-sensing genes to perform the 
communication portion. The quorum-sensing machinery is derived from various species 
of Vibrio. They are density dependent regulatory elements and require a specific local 
concentration before any binding events take place. Here we describe our effort to create 
a synthetic gene network that can propagate a chemical signal across large distances 
relative to bacteria. 
3.2 Signal Propagator Network 
3. 2.1 Design 
The SP was designed to work in a homogeneous, isogenic population of bacteria. 
That means that the SP network must allow cells to both send and receive signals to and 
from neighbors. Such architecture must be able to toggle between the two states of the 
system. Since the system will communicate between neighboring cells, it will employ 
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quorum-sensing genes. Implicit in activating these communication genes, the level of AI 
must remain above quorum. However, as a population increases in numbers, so too does 
the required production of AI. As such, the SP architecture must be able to exponentially 
amplify the amount of AI made in response to activation. Finally, a design feature that is 
desirable is to have the ability to repress the signaling cascade. Once the system has 
received and subsequently sent signal to neighbors, it would be useful if the positive 
feedback could be forcibly cut off for a refractory period. This would allow the system to 
reset and be activated once again when presented with a new pulse of AI. 
To satisfy the design criteria, the SP was planned as a two-node system (Figure 
3.1) with an optional triggering node. The first node would be sensitive to either the 
product of the trigger node, or an external inducer. It would subsequently activate the 
second node via positive feed-forward. In response to this activation, the second node 
would then feedback and stimulate further activation of node 1, while also potentially 
shutting off node 1 's production after a designated time delay. Node 1 is the logical focal 
point of the circuit. It must toggle the system from receiving signal to sending signal and 
begins the logical cascade that produces the propagating function. The hybrid promoter 
P1um, that is dominantly repressed in the presence of the cl gene and activated by the 
quorum machinery, Luxl-LuxR, is a well engineered candidate that satisfies these 
requirements for node-1 (Taboret al.). P1ux-A. regulates the expression of the gene AraC 
and the fluorescent reporter GFP. The second node is the promoter PsAD, sensitive to 
activation in the presence of the AraC gene and arabinose in the media (Guzman et al.). 
When activated, node-2 will positively feedback to node 1 continuing its activity cycle by 
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expressing Lux!. The Lux! will bind to constitutively expressed LuxR protein that is 
always present in the cell. Free LuxR proteins were shown to have no activation alone, 
but having them present in the cytoplasm sets the system up for activation that is 
dependent on the translation of a single gene only -Lux!.. There is also the option to 
suppress the expression from node 1 by expressing the repressor gene through node 2. 
Also, the AI molecules resulting from the Lux! gene are free to diffuse across the cellular 
membrane to neighboring cells. Thereby continuing the activation cycle in neighboring 
cells (Figure 3.1). 
In total, the original design for the SP or the SPR included a core architecture that 
required 10 parts (5 genes, 3 promoters and 2 terminators including the repressor gene) 
and a trigger module that required an additional 3 parts (1 promoter, 1 gene and 1 
terminator). All constructs were built into the common PCMN backbone vector plasmid 
pKE2 _ MCS that is kanamycin resistant and contains a high copy origin of replication. 
3.2.2 Construction 
As with any construction effort, several key factors were prioritized in the 
planning phase. These included an emphasis on both speed and efficiency of 
construction, but specifically on the generation of functionally testable intermediate 
constructs that could inform the later steps of the construction process. Functional 
intermediates are useful in determining whether or not the basic genetic parts used 
perform the tasks as expected out of the context of the logical circuit. Since many of the 
parts involved in the SPR network were being used for the first time, this was an 
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important question to consider. Again, leveraging the strengths of the plug-and-play 
construction system, a parallelized construction approach was taken to reduce the number 
of steps required in the construction process. Four separate parallel tracks were created to 
build the trigger, the toggling node 1, the node 2 components and the constitutive LuxR 
expression module respectively. The trigger module was built onto an existing plasmid 
found in the library or plasmids called pKDL058. This simple construct contained an 
AraC-sensitive promoter, PBAD driving the expression of mCherry. This simplified the 
functional testing of the trigger node out of the context of the SP. The remaining 3 
construction tracks all started from the pKE2MCS backbone plasmid. 
The SP and SPR with or without triggers took a total of 8 cloning steps to build (Figure 
3 .2). There were 5 testable constructs along the way that allowed the functional 
evaluations of various portions of the circuit. They also served to validate the RBS 
sequences assigned to each gene. The RBS design was done using the RBS calculator and 
all predictions were defaulted to the default prediction strength of30,000 AU. The 
cloning procedure followed standard molecular biology techniques. Each part was 
assigned a directional slot in the plug-and-play MCS. Extension PCR was used to add the 
appropriate restriction sites needed on the ends of each part. For genes, the forward 
primer used in the PCR included the RBS. This strategy avoided the need for challenging 
ligations where a very small RBS fragment was added to a plasmid. Digests were all 
performed according to the specifications of the plug-and-play method outlined in 
Chapter 2. All of the construction was done in the DH5u clonal strains (fhuA2 
lac(del)U169 phoA glnV44 cJ>80' lacZL1M15 gyrA96 recA1 relA1 endA1 thi-1 hsdR1 7). 
Plasmids were then moved into appropriate cell lines for all functional characterization. 
3.3 Characterization 
3. 3.1 Testing the Network in Liquid Media 
The construction plan produced 5 testable intermediate constructs (Figure 3.2). 
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The first of these was meant to test the efficacy of the trigger. The construct pRA007 
produces AraC in response to IPTG induction. In the presence of exogenously added 
arabinose (0.0 1% w/v), the AraC will bind the PBAD promoter and activate the expression 
ofmCherry. pRA007 was tested in the E.coli K-12 strain MG1655ProL1AraC (F-, 'A-, SpR, 
ZaeR, tetR) (Lutz and Bujard). This knockout strain was produced using the Datsenko-
Wanner knockout method (Datsenko and Wanner) and is necessary to avoid promiscuous 
AraC effects from the chromosomal copy of the gene. Cells were grown in LB media and 
induced with arabinose at 0.01% w/v and IPTG at 1mM concentration (Figure 3.3). The 
other 4 test constructs were labeled pRA016-019 and each served to probe the function of 
a different element in the network. pRAO 16 is a network that is sensitive to the 
exogenous addition of AHL and tests the promoter's ability to activate (a receiver 
plasmid). pRA017 can produce its own cellular Lux/, and responds to arabinose 
induction (a sender plasmid). This plasmid was tested in K-12 derivative strain MG1655 
that produced its own chromosomal AraC. pRAO 18 is an SP circuit without the trigger. It 
includes the feedback gene AraC and is intended to characterize the effect of 
polycistronic gene expression on the level of reporter that is observed. Finally, pRA019 is 
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a full SPR without a trigger and is used to examine how the repressor c/ affects the 
expression levels of the circuit. The SP and SPR networks that do not have a trigger can 
be induced by AHL addition. In subsequent circuit iterations, the trigger was abandoned, 
as it added unnecessary complexity to the construct. It also used Lac!, which is a valuable 
repressor that can be relieved with a small molecule. Freeing up this gene enables the 
possibility for more complex function in a later version of an expanded SP. Plasmids 
pRA016, pRA018 and pRA019 were all tested in the MG 1655Pro strain. 
All measurements in Figure 3.3 were obtained on a Becton Dickson F ACS Ariall 
cell sorter. Greater than 10,000 events were collected in all cases and common gating was 
applied across all compared samples. Geometric means were used to produce arbitrary 
GFP fluorescence. Typically, cells were grown overnight to stationary phase, diluted in 
the morning at a ratio of 1: 1 000, and induced according to the experimental needs. For 
constructs pRA016-019, the LB growth medium was supplemented with 100 ng/ml aTe 
in order to relieve the tetR repression of the PttetO promoter that drives LuxR. If the AraC 
gene was in the plasmid, the media also contained 0.01% (w/v) arabinose. The selection 
was done with 1 ug/ml Kanamycin. The plasmids all exhibited some degree of function, 
however some features that underperformed became clear during this testing phase. 
3.3.2 Tuning the Network in Liquid Media 
In order to address the deficiencies found in the original construct, iterative tuning 
cycles were necessary. Based on the results, 3 main features of the network were 
identified for improvements. These were the amount of AraC produced by the trigger 
module, the amount of repressor, c/, translated by node 2 and the relative expression of 
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the fluorescent reporter GFP. The first two changes were tackled using RBS tuning. For 
the trigger, 2 new RBS sequences were predicted using the RBS calculator to decrease 
the relative amount of translation. This was done in an effort to minimize the amount of 
leaky AraC production. These RBS sequences were predicted to be 1 Ox and 1 OOx weaker 
that the original30,000 AU prediction. The new 3,000 AU strength RBS and the 300 
strength RBS were added to the AraC gene using overhang PCR and swapped in place of 
the original gene in pRA007. This produced plasmids pRA022 and pRA023 respectively. 
Similarly, too much cl was present at basal levels in pRAO 19 preventing activation of the 
P1uxn.. by AI. New, weaker RBS sequences were predicted with the calculator with the 
same lOx and lOOx weaker strengths at 3,000 and 300 AU respectively. The new versions 
of clwere swapped into the pRA019 circuit in favor ofthe existing gene and these 
constructs were labeled pRA028 and pRA029. The observed drop in GFP induction 
between plasmids pRAO 16 and pRAO 17 was hypothesized to due to efficiency reductions 
from polycistronic expression of the protein. Three different strategies were tested to 
overcome this induction change. The first was to simply design a maximally efficient 
RBS sequence based on the RBS calculator. The new RBS was design to maximize the 
calculator's predictive ability and has strength of 100,000 AU. The new brighter GFP 
was swapped in for the old version in pRAO 18 and this new plasmid was labeled 
pRA027. Since the polycistronic design of this node may also have been at fault, another 
tuning effort changed the node to a monocistronic version by adding an additional P1uxn.. 
promoter in front ofGFP. This plasmid was labeled pRA026. Finally, the combination of 
these two tuning strategies was also constructed and called pRA030. 
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In the case of the trigger node tuning, we again tested the circuits with the same 
induction conditions outlined above. pRA022 and pRA023 were compared to pRA007 to 
see if the reduction in the levels of AraC translation reduced the signal-to-noise ratio. 
Both RBS variants produced less leaky reporter expression, however the lowest RBS 
produced the largest improvement (Figure 3.3D). The signal-to-noise ration in the 
representative data improved by 3-fold producing a distinguishable difference from the 
induced and un-induced conditions. The node-1 tuning also produced some improved 
functionality. The addition of a stronger RBS to the GFP protein was the most successful 
change. The monocistronic version had too much basal expression of GFP in the 
uninduced state. The combination approach with monocistronic transcription and the 
strong RBS simply made that basal expression even higher. This obscured the induction 
activity ofGFP. Both pRA026 and pRA027 produced greater induction than pRA018. 
However, the two monocistronic design of pRA026 increased leakiness in later time 
points. Thus pRA027 construct was chosen as the simpler solution. In the pRA019 
experiment, we were unable to significantly induce expression at node-1. We tested two 
new SPR plasmids pRA028 and pRA029 with weaker ci translation. The strain with the 
weakest ci produced over 7-fold expression after 3 hours of induction with 100nM AHL. 
All subsequent constructs included the ci gene with the weakest RBS strength at 300 
A.U. 
3. 3. 3 Solid-state Media Assays 
While liquid-media tests were informative, the SP requires spatial testing. These 
spatial tests examine the behavior of the network in solid-state media substrates where 
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well-mixed conditions do not apply. Since the system was designed to propagate signals 
across populations of cells and communicate these messages over distances, an assay had 
to be developed to allow this experimentation. Several options exist for doing 
macroscopic imaging on media plates. These include scanner-based machines such as the 
Typhoon from GE, upright imaging platforms offered by several companies, namely the 
Gel Logic 6000 Pro by Bruker (Bruker Corp, MA formerly Caresteam Health, NY). 
Fluorescent microscopy with low magnification and a moving stage was also a 
possibility. For this initial exploration, the images were captured on the Gel Logic 6000 
Pro upright imaging machine that featured a CCD camera for capture and an array of 
fluorescent LED lights for excitation at various wavelengths. It was equipped with 
specific emission filters for a range of wavelengths. 
Several factors were involved in the experimental design. There are key 
parameters on the biological side as well as the mechanical side that affect the outcome 
of the experiments. Some of these considerations include the media type, the percentage 
and type of agarose, the plating strategy, the concentration of cells at seeding time, the 
induction method, the induction concentration and the timing of the measurements. On 
the mechanical side, several details had to be ironed out since the machine had never 
been used for such an application. It was necessary to fme-tune the stage height, the plate 
position, the exposure time and the elimination of machine artifacts. This last challenge 
was rather difficult to overcome. 
For the media choice, experiments were conducted with both rich LB media as 
well as well-defined M9 minimal media supplements with 0.2% w/v CasAA and various 
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sugar sources (0.2 % of glucose, galactose, glycerol). LB was not an appropriate media 
since it had high auto-fluorescence on the green channel. This obscured any GFP 
induction measurement. For the minimal media, glucose was ruled out as a candidate 
sugar since it forcibly repressed any activation of the PBAD promoter. We ran a 
comparative test with three plasmids, pRAO 16 and pRA027, in M9 media with all sugar 
sources to qualify our expectations (Figure 3.4a). As we expected, the glucose 
experiments simply produced GFP in response to the AHL induction. Both galactose and 
glycerol produced significantly different phenotypes. We chose to move forward with 
galactose, as the phenotype was slightly more apparent in follow-up experiments. We 
performed many experiments on the various SP constructs we had. Specifically, we 
compared the response ofpRA016, a receiver-only construct, to pRA027, an SP plasmid 
(Figure 3 .4b ). The receiver' s zone of GFP activity should be limited by the diffusion of 
AHL as long as it remains above the threshold concentration. The SP network produces 
its own Lux!, and should act independently from the diffusion of the exogenous AHL 
once the network is activated. Figure 3.4b shows representative images for both of these 
networks. We see that the effect develops over a larger distance in the case ofpRA027. 
However, obtaining reproducible captures was very difficult using this plating scheme. 
Simple problems such as plate placement during capture, to appropriate normalization 
strategies made this imaging technique challenging. Furthermore, the illumination path 
specific to the machine produced light reflection that often further obscured the effect 
from the population. 
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3.4 Decoupling and Re-Tuning 
3. 4.1 Design and Construction Revisited 
Upon looking at the combined results from the first rounds of liquid and solid 
testing and subsequent tuned constructs, it became clear the further iteration was 
necessary to take the SP forward along with some larger restructuring of the network 
components. The SP was originally designed to have a single fluorescent output that 
reported on the state of node-1. Upon revision, two fluorescent reporters would provide a 
complete assessment of the state of the system. A two-reporter construct could reveal the 
leakiness rates of the two nodes in the SP. To begin with, the existing GFP found on the 
SP was replaced with mCherry. Since the node-1 reporter is the output for the behavior, a 
protein with the potential to be visible to the naked eye was preferable. The GFP gene 
was placed in a previously empty "slot" of the MCS, controlled by node-2. Furthermore, 
due to some of the spatial testing results, further iteration was required to investigate the 
dynamics of each node separately. Therefore, the nodes were split into a series of 
constructs designed to probe the exact behavior of each out of the context of the complex 
propagating behavior. Figure 3.5 shows the breakdown of all the new constructs built for 
this analysis. Again leveraging the strengths of the plug-and-play method, these post-
construction characterization driven modifications were straightforward to make. 
The constructs of most interest were ones that could assess the exact behavior of 
each node under different conditions. Since some of the results thus far suggested some 
unexpected gene expression leading to false positive activation of the circuit, networks 
were built to test the leakiness of each promoter. Three main constructs of interest were 
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rebuilt with the second reporter included. The first new plasmid, pRA066, includes the 
promoters for each node, but none ofthe connections. This plasmid assessed the relative 
basal expression of each reporter. A new receiver plasmid, pRA067, was built that 
included FB from node 1 to node 2. Two plasmids, pRA076 and pRA077, were also 
constructed and were SP and SPR networks respectively. 
3. 4. 2 Characterization 
Liquid tests were performed to measure the performance of the new plasmids. 
The protocol was kept consistent across experiments. Cells were incubated overnight in 
LB to stationary phase. They were subsequently diluted approximately 1: 1 00 into M9 
media with 0.2% gal and 0.2% CasAA and grown for 3 hours or to an OD of 0.2. This 
outgrowth was important to allow the cells time to reset from any leaky activation that 
occurred in the LB overnight. They were finally dilutes 1: 100 into induction conditions in 
the fresh M9 media with appropriate induction supplements. Representative data for the 
circuits is shown in Figure 3.6. All experiments were performed in MG1655Pro~AraC 
strain with the constant addition of 1 OOng/ml aTe to allow constitutive production of 
LuxR. For the time periods examined in this portion of the experiments (up to 8 hours in 
slow growth media), pRA066 exhibited almost no leakiness from the promoters alone. 
Node- I responded well to induction with 100nM AHL and produced high levels of 
mCherry. The receiver strain with pRA067 showed the first evidence of leakiness 
through node 2 at later time points as the cells approached stationary phase growth. 
An advantage of the 2-node SP design is that there are various "knobs" that can 
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be tuned. Modulating the amount of necessary background inducers present in the media 
can change the behavior of the circuit components. In the case of the SP construct, the 
amount of aTe changes the amount of constitutive LuxR produced. This can potentially 
change the dynamics of activation of the P,uxfA.. Also, arabinose is necessary to activate 
PsAD via the AraC protein. Changing the concentration of arabinose may also impact the 
activation of node-2. These two nobs were tested with varying concentration gradients of 
each inducer respectively. For the aTe knob, plasmid pRA066- a simple 2-node system 
with no interconnections- was tested with and without aTe during the outgrowth. The 
purpose of this was to see if the induction ofLuxR during the outgrowth resulted in a 
faster activation of node-1 upon the addition of an inducer (Figure 3. 7). The results show 
clearly that the induction is sped up significantly when LuxR is truly synthesized 
constitutively. The arabinose gradient was applied to pRA076, the SP, in order to see if 
there was an observable change in the behavior. The data shown represents the results at 
two different growth phases (Figure 3.7). The lower OD is in exponential phase, while 
the higher OD is in stationary growth phase. The graph represents the output ofnode-2 
since it is subject to the regulation from the arabinose dosing. From the induction curve, 
it is clear that when the cells are still in exponential growth, there is feedback occurring 
from node-1 to node-2 at arabinose concentration greater than 0.0001% (w/v). At 
approximately 0.0005% arabinose (w/v), the fold induction reaches its maximum. It is 
interesting to note that the induction remains high even at saturating arabinose 
concentrations. At the higher OD, the induction of node-2 begins at roughly the same low 
concentration of arabinose. However, at values greater than 0.0005% (w/v), the induction 
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begins to reduce. The fluorescence values reveal that the cells that were not induced with 
AHL at this arabinose concentration and higher begin to leak GFP, reducing the induction 
fold. Therefore it stands to reason that low doses of arabinose tend to minimize the effect 
of leaky AraC production at later phases of cellular growth. In subsequent experiments, 
the arabinose dose will be lowered from the previous standard concentration of 0. 01%. 
The difficulties encountered with the spatial testing underscored the need to assay 
the SP functionality by an analogous method in liquid. As has been mentioned, the well-
mixed liquid reactions make the spatial portion of the circuit behavior impossible to test. 
However, an experiment was devised to try to distinguish the behavior of receiver circuits 
from the propagating ones. An AHL titration would hopefully show the functional 
difference between the two circuits. Presumably, the SP network should respond to lower 
concentrations of AHL, since it has a regulatory scheme that generates more Lux! in 
response to induction. This test was performed in M9+0.4% galactose, 0.2% CasAA, 
100ng/ml aTe and 0.002% (w/v) arabinose. This lower arabinose dose was adopted from 
the previous experiment in an attempt to reduce the efficiency of the node 1-2 feedback. 
The receiver, pRA067, and the SP, pRA076, were treated a concentration gradient of 
AHL ranging from 0-50 nM. The data confirmed that the SP was active at lower 
concentrations of AHL, confirming that the regulation scheme of the circuit did indeed 
increase the sensitivity to AHL induction. 
Deco up ling the SP nodes into various iterations of the regulation scheme was a 
useful exercise, however, without a robust method for assaying the SP behavior in solid 
media, it will be difficult to assess its true functionality. The liquid experiments produced 
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a wealth of information about the function of the networks, the dynamics of activation 
and some insight into the nature of the regulation. This included some potentially 
problematic areas. However, in order to move beyond this point, it is necessary to 
develop a finer spatial test in order to determine the SP's potential in a 3-D environment 
with fixed parameters. 
SPR Network Architecture 








Figure 3.1 SPR Network Architecture and Regulation Scheme. The schematic representation 
of the SPR network architecture is shown without the trigger module. The two-cell regulation 
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Figure 3.2 Construction Schematic for Original SPR +Trigger Construction. The SPR 
+Trigger was built in 4 parallel tracks that were sequentially combined. The SPR was built in 3 
parallel tracks starting from the backbone plasmid pKE2MCS. The trigger piece was built on an 
existing plasmid, pKDL058, as it provided an easily testable intermediate. The construction 
produced 6 functionally relevant, testable constructs highlight in the star symbols. (1) Test the 
trigger with lmM IPTG in b. AraC strain. (2) Test the promoter P1ux!A. function with exogenous 
AHL. (3) Dose with arabinose (0.01% w/v) to see if Lux! from the network can activate the 
quorum sensitive promoter. ( 4) Ensure that polycistronic expression does not reduce measurable 
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Figure 3.3 Characterization & Tuning of SP constructs. (A-C) Original construction plasmids 
in the build pipeline. Starred numbers coincide with Figure 3.2. All measurements made on 
FACS after 2 hours of induction. (A) In MGPro!::. AraC, induced with Arabinose or IPTG. (B) In 
DHS a strain. AHL dosed at lOOnM. (C) In DHS a strain, dosed with lOOnM AHL. (D-F) All 
plasmids in MGPro!::. AraC. F AC measurements made after 3 hours of induction. (D) Induction 























Figure 3.4 Spatial assay images (a) pRA016 & pRA027 were induced with 15 J..li of AHL on a 
6mm disc and grown overnight (14 hrs.) at 37°C. Three different sugar sources were tested at 
0.2% sugar (w/v) in otherwise identical 0.75% agarose, M9+km+l00 ng/ml aTc+O.Ol% 
arabinose. The galactose condition produced the results most in tune with the circuit's expected 
behavior. (b) Two representative images of both pRA016 and pRA027 in later experiments in 
M9+gal media (same as previous experiment). The left most image is induced by a streak (15 /..l I 
spread in a line) of 100nM AHL, or 15 /..ll on a 6mm pad. Remaining images are all 15 11l AHL 
on a 6mm pad. The pRA016 response is limited to the diffusion range, while the pRA027 
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Figure 3.5 SP Deconstruction. Three new circuits were made separating the nodes of the SP 
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Figure 3.6 Decoupled SP Representative Data. Inductions at lOOnM AHL. A short time-course 
for three decoupled circuits that now have 2 fluorescent reporters. pRA066 cannot produce GFP 
as it does not have any regulatory connections to node-2. IT maintains high mCherry activation. 
pRA067 (the receiver) has a slightly delayed GFP induction as expected. pRA076 has some early 
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Figure 3.7 Testing Background Inducer Concentration Effect. (a)The 3-hour outgrowth done 
post-overnight growth was performed with and without the addition of 1 OOng/ f.L l of aTe. The 
cells were induced after the outgrowth into fully supplemented media and the fluorescence was 
observed. The aTe outgrowth condition produces LuxR and activates faster, with clear 
fluorescence after just 30 minutes. (b) Duplicate data of dose response on arabinose at two OD 
values to test if excess arabinose contributed to leakiness. Induction with 50nM AHL. At high 
OD (red line), fold activation is clear for low values of arabinose, but is lost at high values since 
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Figure 3.8 AHL sensitivity test. The SP and the receiver were both induced with gradient of 
AHL concentrations. The experiment was done in triplicate. The data was normalized according 
to the relative change between the sample and the uninduced condition. Data was obtained on a 
BD F ACSAriaii with > 10,000 events per capture. 
CHAPTER 4- TOWARDS FUNCTIONAL PROPAGATION AND 
ENVIRONMENTALLY INTEGRA TED CIRCUITS 
4.1 Background 
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With a proposed SP network architecture built and tested in various ways, some 
key questions remained unanswered. Primarily, the spatial characteristics of the network 
had to be probed in more detail. Secondly, the apparent leakiness of the node-2 promoter 
was another parameter that had to be addressed definitively. In order to make such 
determinations, an improved spatial measurement paradigm was necessary. Furthermore, 
the ability to appropriately probe the network in its entirety would then guide the correct 
decisions for how to iterate on the network design in order to tune the system towards the 
proposed function. These key questions prompted the development of a collaborative 
effort with the Weiss lab at MIT. Their lab had a similar synthetic biology effort that had 
run into some orthogonal challenges and they were keen to collaborate on the project. 
This was a fortunate coincidence as their expertise lay specifically in imaging techniques 
for larger plate surfaces (Basu, Gerchman, et al.; Basu, Mehreja, et al.). They had also 
developed some useful image processing techniques to speed up the analysis of the 
images. Furthermore they had unique triggering components that would interface well 
with the SP. They used a UV -sensitive scheme to selectively relieve repression. This 
opened up the possibility of tightly inducing the SP using UV-light. Collaborating with 
their group was the catalyst necessary to answer the key questions that were identified as 
well as provide a new direction for the improvement and expansion of the SP networks. 
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4.1 Spatial Assay Platform Development 
4.1.1 Inverted Fluorescent Microscopy Imaging 
To address the variability and noise found in the previous image capturing 
strategy we moved towards inverted fluorescence microscopy. We used a Zeiss Axiovert 
200M inverted fluorescent microscope that featured an automated software controlled 
moveable stage as well as an optional environmental chamber. It was outfitted with a 
Mercury Halogen illumination source and filter cubes equipped with excitation, beam 
splitter, and emission filters. Of particular interest were the filter sets that allowed 
imaging of the fluorescent proteins GFP and mCherry found within all of our networks. 
Specifically, the filter sets used were manufactured by Zeiss and have the following 
characteristics: Zeiss Filter Set38:Endow GFP shift free (E) EX BP 470/40, BS FT 495, 
EM BP 525/50 for GFP and the Zeiss Filer Set 31: Cy 3.5 shift free (E) EX BP 565/30, 
BS FT 585, EM BP 620/60 for mCherry. The microscope was operated and controlled 
using AxioVision 4.7.2 (Zeiss, Germany) and included a connection for image-capture 
using a Zeiss AxiocamMR air-cooled CCD camera. The integrated platform of a fully 
automated scope and the environmental chamber enabled exploration in experimental 
space, particularly in longer time-course experiments. Furthermore the inclusion of a 
large automated stage afforded us the flexibility to work with mosaic imaging modalities 
removing the constraint of a single field of view and instead allowing us to image in 
entirely both standard circular 1 OOmm diameter plates as well as rectangular plates that 
were 127mm by 85mm. The rectangular plates were useful in particular as we could 
perform parallel experiments on smaller scales using standard 6-well plates. The majority 
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of the imaging was done using a Zeiss Fluor 2.5x/0.12 objective. The 2.5x objective has a 
relatively large field-of-view that measures 3.39 mm x 2.55 mm, minimizing the number 
of tiles necessary for acquisitions over centimeter-scale distances. The individual frames 
of each capture were then stitched together to form composite frames and then could be 
further post-processed using custom code written for execution with Matlab 2013b (The 
Mathworks, MA) or other imaging software packages (i.e. ImageJ). 
There were several parameters to optimize in the development and measurement 
of the solid-media assay experimental platform. These included the plate and well size 
and shape, media type, the agarose concentration, the density of cells to add to the plate, 
the cell-growth state at the time of plating, the volume of media to add to the plate, the 
induction style and the concentration. Many of our early imaging efforts were spent 
wading through the space of possible combinations ofthese parameters. We ultimately 
narrowed down the set of parameters to an acceptable number that were kept consistent 
across comparable experiments. The experiments were conducted in M9-media plates 
with 0.4% gal, 0.2% CasAA, Km, and 0.75% low-melt agarose. Cells were grown 
overnight to stationary phase, subsequently diluted and grown into mid exponential phase 
before a final dilution occurred into the plating media. After the outgrowth, which ranged 
from 2-4 hours, the cells were spun down and re-suspended in PBS at a uniform density 
to ensure a similar starting OD at the time of plating. Cells were seeded in the media at an 
OD ofO.Ol-0.05 after measuring on a spectrophotometer at a wavelength ofA.=600nm. 
The SP plasmids were primarily induced with AHL at a concentration of 50nM. This was 
administered on a 6mm filter paper disc, or placed directly on the solidified media in a 1-
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5uL droplet. The volume parameter was also a complicated consideration. AHL diffusion 
is a 3-dimensional phenomenon. A thick media plate increases the diffusion in the z-
direction. We elected to keep a thin layer of gel that was just sufficient to cover the area 
of interest. Iterating overall several static and time-course attempts solved the question of 
the timing for measurements. Over several time-courses and static images, we found that 
a minimum of 8 hours was required prior to imaging in order to see a well-defmed 
behavior. Finally, the induction method and concentration remained. AHL placed on a 
filter pad is somewhat inhibitory to the growth of cells. We elected to reduce the 
concentration of AHL to 50nM or 1 OOnM as a maximum. In liquid, we found both of 
these concentrations to be sufficient to induce the circuits fully. They also produced the 
least growth inhibition during the incubation. We ultimately found that placing a droplet 
of AHL diluted with PBS was the best way to induce the network. The pad had some 
growth inhibitory effects likely related to oxygen supply directly beneath it. We opted to 
induce with a droplet of inducer directly onto the plate that we allowed to dry for several 
minutes prior to incubation. 
4.1.2 Results with SP 
Having ironed out the bulk of the parameters required for running the solid-media 
assays on the SP plasmids with the new microscope setup, we were ready to assay the 
behaviors. The critical comparison of the plasmids that were constructed was to compare 
pRA067 to pRA076, the receiver-only plasmid to the SP version. The receiver had to be 
tested first to determine the range of the AHL diffusion and how it activates the receiver. 
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The SP version could then be benchmarked against pRA067, and any differenced found 
would likely be due. to propagation. All plate data could be compared to the liquid 
characterization to also inform whether further iteration or redesign was necessary to 
continue moving towards functional propagation. 
In our first efforts, we were able to generate successful images depicting the 
behavior ofthe receiver circuit, pRA067 (Figure 4.1), on the red channel. We induced 5 
spots with varying concentrations of AHL and imaged the plate after 14 hours. The 
mCherry appears to have a low, non-zero background value in the un-induced regions, 
however clear boundaries are visible denoting the induced cells. In the GFP channel, the 
entire plate is clearly green. The pRA067 receiver circuit should only express GFP in 
cells that are activated with AHL. However, since there is no distinguishable difference 
between the induced and un-induced cells on the green channel, it appears that node-2 is 
leaky. On the analogous test for the SP circuit, no defined effects were observable in 
Figure 4.1. Ifnode-2 truly is leaky, then the uncharacteristic behavior can be accounted 
for. If node-2 leaks on the SP circuit, then Lux! accumulates as the cells grow and divide. 
When the concentration of Lux! reaches quorum, then it will activate node-1, beginning 
the activation cascade in an equivalent fashion to the induced case. This makes is 
impossible to distinguish the two states from one another. While it takes time to achieve 
quorum, the reporter visualization is also a relatively lengthy process at the field-of-view 
we are observing. At early time-points, no discernible fluorescence was seen. Time-
course efforts with the SP strain failed to produce fluorescent reporter activity in response 
to induction exclusively. 
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4.1. 3 Carbon Source Experiments 
In native bacteria, the PBAD promoter is a part of the araBAD operon. It acts as an 
activator in the presence of its regulatory gene AraC and arabinose. In the absence of 
arabinose, it expresses at low levels, but this native expression can be further reduced 
when bacteria are grown in the presence of glucose. Glucose reduces the levels off 3' ,5 '-
cyclic AMP, thus lowering expression of the catabolite-repressed PBAD promoter 
(Guzman et al.; Miyada, Stoltzfus, and Wilcox). This is an advantage for the purposes of 
testing the leakiness in the SP circuit. By growing the strain in the presence of glucose in 
the media, we could modulate the amount of possible activity through node-2. We thus 
sought to characterize the leakiness of node-2 by altering the amount of glucose in the 
growth media, and performing induction experiments on the receiver and SP circuits in 
order to observe any changes in the leakiness through node-2. 
Since our sugar concentration was constant in all prior experiments, we sought to 
keep the total available sugar in the M9 media at 0.4% w/v. We tested 5 M9 media 
formulations that ranged from having gal as the only sugar source (M9-l), to having 
glucose as the sole sugar source (M9-5). We also included an LB growth test as a 
comparison for growth in rich media. Our media formulations with mixed sugar sources 
were made up of the following combinations: M9-2 had low glucose at 0.05% , and 
0.35% gal; M9-3 had equal gal to glu at 0.2% each w/v; M9-4 had high glu at 0.35% and 
0.05% gal. We grew up the pRA076 strains overnight in each media condition diluted 
them in the morning for 3 hours of pre-induction growth, and finally diluted them all into 
induction conditions keeping the media source constant throughout the experiment. We 
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measured the fluorescence of the samples at 4 and 7 hours. The results are summarized in 
Figure 4.2. 
Node-2 controls the expression of GFP, while AHL induction controls the 
expression of mCherry and AraC through N ode-1. When AHL is present the AraC 
produced and the arabinose in the media activate node-2. Since glucose represses the 
activity of the P8Ao promoter at node 2, adding it to the media should reduce the level of 
leakiness from node-2, which otherwise results in the slow activation of node-1 and 
subsequent full activation of the circuit. With the six media conditions we tested on the 
SP, we were looking for a media mixture that prevented the induction of the circuit in the 
null condition, while allowing transcription through node-2 when AHL was added to 
induce the behavior. In the LB as well as the M9-1 mixture, at the earlier time point, the 
GFP is already at high levels in the unindicted and induced conditions. This small 
induction is lost at the later time point. It follows that the induction on the mCherry 
reporter is also wiped out at the later time-point, with expression in both un-induced and 
induced being very high. The remaining media formulations that contained glucose all 
appeared to produce a similar effect on the fold induction at node-1. At node-2 however, 
M9-2 produced the highest fold induction on GFP expression at nearly 30-fold. The 
higher concentrations of glucose in the media prevented expression through node-2 for 
the duration of the experiment, which prevented the phenotype of the propagator from 
developing. 
M9-2 showed us that we could effectively delay the onset of the leakiness 
resulting from Lux! accumulation through node-2 by adding a fraction of glucose to the 
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media. We thus attempted to see how this media formulation worked in our solid-assay. 
We plated two versions of our solid experiment. In the first test, we recapitulated an 
earlier experiment where the receiver and the SP were each plated in large rectangular 
plates and induced at the center with AHL on a 6mm filter pad. The previous version of 
this experiment done with gal as the only sugar source is seen in Figure 4.1. The cells 
were treated similarly to the method described, including the overnight growth in M9-2 
media, dilution and growth for 3 hours to ensure exponential growth rate, andre-diluted 
to a plating OD of 0.01. We induced with SOmM AHL. The results were markedly 
different from the previous attempt. On the receiver strain, we managed to reduce the 
background fluorescence that we previously observed. The GFP expression is restricted 
only to areas that were induced by diffusing AHL and also expressed mCherry. On the SP 
side of Figure 4.4, the results are also improved. The pad on the right had a higher 
concentration of AHL and produced a larger ring of expression, resulting form the 
phenotype designed. Even in this excitable version of the circuit, the overall background 
fluorescence was reduced. 
We followed up this static measurement with a time-course attempt. For this 
experiments, we used laser-cut inserts made of custom-made to fit tightly into our 
rectangular plates. The insert features smaller rectangular channels measuring roughly 2.5 
em across. The purpose of changing geometry was to constrain the diffusion area for the 
AHL by producing a closer boundary condition. This would increase the local 
concentration of AI and produce a quorum concentration sooner. The results are 
presented in Figure 4.5. For the first several hours of the capture, the OD and 
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fluorescence is too low to detect an effect at the measurement exposure length. In this 
time, the AHL diffuses and activates the circuit at all concentrations above quorum. The 
M9-2 formulation reduces the amount of leakiness possible through node-2, keeping the 
background level of fluorescence very low. The diffusion-related fluorescence can be 
seen in the green channel at 440 minutes and on the red channel later at 600 minutes. The 
difference in the timing is related to the absolute production levels of fluorescent protein. 
The fluorescence that is seen beyond those respective times are likely due to propagation 
from the circuit. This propagation time-course confirms a number of features of the 
circuit. We confirmed that the glucose in M9-2 prevents leaky production through node-2 
long enough for diffusion of AHL to occur, and then for the circuitry to take over. This 
also confirms that the basal production that occurs at node-2 is too high for the desired 
propagation to happen. 
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Receiver Propagator 
Figure 4.1 - SP Solid Media Tests. The receiver and the SP are both imaged in rectangular Omni 
plates. M9+km+0.4%gal+0.2%CasAA +0.75% agarose media. The plating schematic is shown 
above. The Receiver shows discrete red induction around the various AHL induction conditions, 
but leaky green. The SP has no observable induction boundary. Images were taken after 14 hours 
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Figure 4.2 Media Carbon Source Testing. We compare 4 M9 media formulations with varying 
amounts of glucose and galactose. We included LB as a control. Imaging is at 3 and 7 hours. We 
see that in the absence of glucose, the induction condition has no effect of the level of mCherry or 
GFP. However, with a small amount of glucose in M9-2, we have a strong induction in both the 
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Figure 4.3 Fold Induction Comparison Different Media Sugar Sources. The data is 
normalized to the fluorescence value in the uninduced condition. In this comparison, it is clear 
that M9-2 produces the best GFP expression at the 7-hour time-point. The mCherry maintains its 
induction at later hours in the presence of glucose since there is no basal activity in the uninduced 
cells. 
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Receiver- Control Propagator- test 
Figure 4.4 Plate Experiment in M9-2. We retried our intial plating conditions with the new M9-
2 media in rectangular Omni plates. We see far less background fluorescence, which confirms the 
glucose delays activity. The receiver behavior is similar to the previous attempt. The SP exhibits 
slightly later radial expression from the right disc. 
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Figure 4.5 Propagation Time-Course in M9-2. We measured the expression of the SP network 
pRA076 in M9-2 over a long-term exposure experiment. Cells grew in an environmental chamber 
on the microscope and were imaged every 40 minutes. The transfer functions across all images of 
the same color are equivalent. We see the behavior begin to emerge at 360 min in the green 
channel and 520 minutes in the red channel. Later time-points confirm that the circuit propagates 
further. Cells were plated in a rectangular Omni plate outfitted with a custom polymer insert 
2.5cm across. 
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4.2 An Environmentally controlled SP Trigger 
4. 2.1 Background 
The second feature of the collaboration was the availability of a new triggering 
circuit component. In particular, the cl gene from lambda phage was mutated to be highly 
sensitive to RecA cleavage. The RecA machinery is part of the SOS response in bacteria 
and is induced during cellular stress, specifically DNA damage. It is a protease that is up-
regulated by the master regulator LexA when single or double DNA breaks are sensed. 
DNA damage is a sensitive induction method as there is high risk of either causing 
mutations in the cells or causing death. The advantage of the sensitive cl, denoted as c/* 
is that it is selectively cleaved at very low stress conditions. The cl* gene originally 
published as part a UV inducible toggle switch (Kobayashi et al.), but the current version 
was further evolved to variant that was more sensitive to cleavag~ (Cohen, Knoll, et al.; 
Gimble and Sauer). The cl* mutant gene is highly sensitive to cleavage by DNA-damage 
and can thus be cleaved at sub-lethal concentration of DNA-damaging agents. Two 
common activation methods are either treatment with UV light, or the chemical MMC. 
At the concentrations that were used of both inducers, no death was observed by colony 
count, and the doses were deemed safe (ref). DNA-damaging agents are a very interesting 
addition as a trigger for the SP. UV induction is both precise and controllable via 
masking methods. Creating a synthetic gene network that can execute logical operations 
in response to environmental stresses can be a powerful platform to build. We could 
ultimately explore sensing applications for antibiotic presence; create coordinated and 
precise inductions using specific UV -masks and other more complex experimental 
designs. 
4. 2. 2 Design Changes 
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One of the challenges with synthetic biology is lack of parts poses a specific 
design challenge. In the original design of the SP, the promoter at node-1 was P1uxJA, 
which is induced by AI, but repressed by cl Also, the constitutive promoter that drives 
LuxR production was PltetO· This promoter is constitutive because the repressor gene tetR 
is not natively to e. coli. However, the new trigger machinery is built on the ci repression. 
In order to integrate the new trigger parts with the SP, we would need to make design 
changes that change the regulation scheme of the SP as the cl related to the trigger would 
interfere with node- I and prevent activation at this node. We needed a new promoter that 
was activated by Luxl-LuxR, but still had the ability to be repressed by another gene. 
Fortunately, we were able to identify another candidate promoter that had an 
identical regulation scheme as P1ux!A· The P1ux!tetR promoter had the same control scheme 
with activation by Lux!, but dominant repression by the tetR gene. The possibility of 
using tetR in the circuit in turn prevents the use of PltetO as the constitutive promoter. This 
was easy to address and we used a constitutive promoter P1aciq (Lutz and Bujard; Muller-
Hill, Crapo, and Gilbert; Lanzer and Bujard). We made the appropriate changes to the 
constructs and produced a new set of SP plasmids with the new promoter at node-1 and 
the different constitutive promoter. The plasmids of interest that were constructed were 
the new receiver plasmid, pRA089, and the new SP plasmid, pRA088. 
Subsequent to the changes we made to the SP architecture, we designed a hybrid 
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circuit that interfaced the new cl components with the SP networks. The proposed design 
involved a second instance of the Lux! gene that was made under the control of the PLslcon 
promoter, regulated by the presence or absence of cl. We also engineered the cl* 
hypersensitive mutant onto the plasmid under constitutive control of the promoter Pnaciq· 
As such, the constitutive cl* would repress the Lux!, producing no effect until a DNA-
damage inducing induction was felt by the cells to temporarily relieve the repression at 
the Plslcon promoter (Figure 4.6). 
4. 2. 3 Characterization & Tuning 
Characterizing the new versions of the SP was very similar to the testing 
performed on all prior versions. Inductions were performed with AHL in order to test the 
efficacy of the new node-1 promoter. We constructed and tested a series ofplasmids that 
were similar to the original SP construct, but with replacement parts. The simplest 
construct was pRA084, which included the 2 nodes, but without any interconnections. 
This was a construct meant to test the activity of the new promoter at node-1 P1ux/tetR 
pRA089 was a receiver construct and pRA088 was the SP version (Figure4.7). The 
spatial testes were promising in 6-well plates (Figure 4.7), but we were unable to observe 
propagation in longer time course experiments. 
In addition to the SP changes that were built and tested, we also made new 
construct to integrate the DNA damage sensitive components into the network. Plasmids 
pRA120 and pRA122 were built into simpler versions of the SP circuits in order to test 
the induction with various DNA-damaging agents. One major difference in the 
characterization of this part was that it was performed exclusively in solid media. These 
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tests were performed in a six-well plate. Since DNA damage can potentially affect 
cellular growth, we adopted a slightly different protocol. We plated the cells as usual, but 
allowed them to grow for 3 hours before they were exposed to DNA damaging agents. 
We tested both UV-induction at two concentrations and MMC induction as a droplet, 
similarly to our AHL induction protocol at two concentrations. The concentrations of UV 
were 40 and 80 ~/cm2 respectively. The cells were treated with MMC as lJ.Ll of a lJ.Lg/ml 
or a 2J.Lg/ml solution. The UV treatment was applied to the whole well without masking. 
We see relatively uniform activation of mCherry in the plate at both doses with the lower 
dose producing a better expression. This is likely due to reduced oxidative damage in the 
growing cells. The MMC concentration that we applied to the center of the plate was 
relatively high and known to be enough to inhibit growth. Here, we expected to see a 
diffusion-like effect as the concentration of the MMC decreased further away from the 
induction spot. We saw the cell death in the center of the wells, indicated by the dark 
color, and confirmed by light-phase imaging (data not shown). As the MMC diffused 
further away from the center, we observed a band form where sufficient DNA damage 
had occurred to induce the system, but not slow down cell growth (Figure 4.8). 
4.3 SP Architecture Redesign 
4. 3.1 Orthogonal Transcriptional Control Machinery 
In order to address our leakiness issue at node-2, we had to consider replacing the 
promoter regulating transcription. A favorable option was to use a regulation scheme that 
is not native to bacteria. To this end, we chose to use an entirely orthogonal transcription 
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system for a portion of the circuit. The phage polymerase T7 RNA polymerase has been 
shown to work in various synthetic gene circuits in bacteria, and was recently mutated to 
produce variants that were not toxic to the host cells (Temme et al.). The orthogonal T7 
promoters are only transcriptionally active in the presence of their specific T7 RNA 
polymerase (RNAP). As such, it works similarly to the PsADAraC regulation 
relationship, where the promoter requires another gene to be translated prior to it 
becoming active. We were thus able to simply replace the AraC gene with the RNAP 
modified sequence obtained from the publication (Temme et al.), and replace the PsAD 
promoter with the PT7 version. The paper also produced some promoter variants that 
transcribed with different strength. For the first pass, we used both the native PT7 
consensus promoter, as well as a modified version called PT7.1 that featured a mutation in 
the transcription strength homology sequence. We cloned versions ofthe receiver 
network and the SP network with these modified regulatory elements in place of the 
arabinose dependent system (Figure 4.9). The resultant constructs with the consensus 
promoter were labeled pRA116 and pRA118 for the receiver, SP pair. The constructs 
with the modified promoter were called pRA117 and pRA119 for the receiver and SP 
respectively. 
The induction and testing scheme was again similar in liquid. In this case, we no 
longer needed to dose the growth media with arabinose, as activation with AraC was no 
longer a consideration. The circuits produced mCherry and GFP respectively through 
each node, though at different relative fluorescence amounts (Figure 4.9b & c). We also 
performed the characterization in our solid-media assay platform. The results show that 
that the consensus promoter pair of plasmids did not activate as well as the mutated 
plasmids. However, we were unable to produce a long-term distance propagation 
experiment. The leakiness may still be a factor with this circuit architecture, but further 
testing is necessary to potentially change other variable in the circuit. 
4. 3. 2 SP with Multiple Regulatory Modalities 
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The regulation scheme of the SP makes is an easily excitable network. It operates 
via a quorum molecule that can slowly leak on, and subsequently fully turn on. In order 
to address this potential design challenge, a different regulation paradigm is possible 
wherein multiple regulation modalities are employed to produce the same phenotype. We 
considered using toehold switches or ribo-regulators that prevent the RBS from binding 
to a transcribed piece of RNA. These RNA-based regulation schemes take advantage of 
the RNA secondary structure to obscure the RBS binding site. These transcribed but 
translationally inactive pieces ofmRNA are knows as crRNA. We would integrate the 
translational regulation with our standard transcriptionally regulated circuit. The new 
circuit, which was designed and in the midst of the build cycle, maintained the basic 
regulatory structure of all of the later SP constructs such as pRA089 and pRA088. 
However, we replaced the standard quorum gene Lux/ with a cis-repressed version. Even 
in the leaky basal expression state of node-2, the resultant transcripts from this node 
would be translationally inactive without the complementary activating DNA. We 
inserted the trans-activating complementary DNA sequence under the control of the 
node-1 promoter. The control scheme would them be very similar to the familiar SP 
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regulation, however the repressed Lux! would require the presence of the taDNA in order 
to become translated and active. As such, we are hopeful that we will have both induced 
cr-Luxl leaking in the cell as well as increased transcription during induction, but with 
minimal uninduced activation of node-1. This should speed up the induced response time 
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Figure 4.6 Modified SP & DNA-damage Sensitive SP. Schematic representation of the 
modified SPR circuit that incorporates all change necessary to interface with the DNA-damage 
sensitive machinery. We also have the regulation schematic of the new SPR with the DNA-
damage sensitive trigger module highlighted in the dashed box. This is plasmid pRA122 with the 
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Figure 4.7: RNAP Construct Characterization. The RNAP constructs (receiver & SP) are 
both induced with 50nM AHL. The liquid data shows minimal basal expression in node-2. The 
solid-state experiment was performed in a 6-well plate. The receiver produeed a large diffusion 
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Figure 4.8- DNA-Damage Sensitive Circuits. pRA122 cells were grown in 6-well plates. After 
3 hours of growth, they were induced with a pulse ofUV or a drop ofMMC. In all cases, the 
increased mCherry is visible compared to the negative control in the right column. MMC was 




















Figure 4.9 RNAP Construct Characterizations. (a) Schematic of the regulatory network that 
makes up pRA119. It incorporates the RNAP and PT?.1 promoter. (b) Representative Induction 
response ofthe receivers (pRA116, pRA117) and their corresponding SP networks (pRA118, 
pRA119). Inductions with SOnM AHL.(c) Cells were plated in PDMS cutouts that are optically 
inert. The receiver produced a visible mCherry induction, but weak GFP induction. The SP 
network, pRA119 appeared to fluoresce evenly, suggesting leak-related activation. 
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CHAPTER 5- DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
Summary of Results 
Over the course of this research effort, we successfully accomplished several 
milestones that encompassed many facets of the novel synthetic gene network creation 
pipeline. We created a new system for the physical construction of synthetic gene 
networks with an emphasis on characterization driven iteration. In the Plug-and-Play 
method, we prioritized access to post-construction modification as the main feature of the 
construction process. To this end, we optimized a series of commonly used synthetic 
biology elements to exclude a defmed set of 31 restriction enzymes. These genetic parts, 
used in conjunction with our set of compatible backbone plasmids, made up our new 
construction methodology. In order to demonstrate the strengths of this new construction 
paradigm, we first recapitulated the genetic toggle switch, a foundational synthetic gene 
network. In just five days, we built a toggle, and in three separate three-day iteration 
cycles, we were able to construct a functional, bistable version. To further demonstrate 
the flexibility afforded by the plug-and-play system, we used the newly constructed 
toggle as a starting point to construct two new, functionally distinct networks. Using an 
existing characterized network as the starting point, the 3- and 4-node ffls required just 5 
days to build. We were able to produce the functional circuits through a few more rounds 
of quick characterization-guided iterations to the circuits that required no wholesale 
reconstruction. 
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Subsequent to developing the construction method, we turned the focus to 
creating a novel synthetic gene network built around the concept of long-distance 
communication. We developed the SP architecture as a 2-node system that used quorum-
sensing genes to propagate a signal throughout an isogenic population of bacteria. The 
initial phase of the SP construction involved parts selection, characterization and tuning. 
The tuning was an involved process as we attempted to extract as much information from 
liquid experiments for a system that was better characterized in solid. This was followed 
by the development of a solid-state media assay platform that used inverted fluorescence 
microscopy to image the phenotype of the circuits. 
The solid media assay platform was revealing of the solid-state dynamics and 
behavior ofthe many versions of the SP networks. We found that node-2 produced a 
basal level of node-1 inducer that caused the circuit to propagate without external 
induction. We showed that in the presence of a Media formulation that contained a small 
amount of glucose to repress node-2, that we could delay the leakiness from the node 
long enough to observe propagation. We replaced the promoter at node-2 with a promoter 
and RNA polymerase pair that were orthogonal to bacteria and found some improved 
results. We also began considering alternative regulations solutions that included multiple 
regulation modalities at both the transcriptional and translational level. Finally, we 
integrated the SP constructs with a DNA-damage sensitive triggering system that we 
tested separately. We found that we were able to trigger the SP circuit with either low 
doses ofUV or with DNA-damaging agents below levels that affected cell viability. 
Future Work 
Ultimately, one of the ambitions of this work was to produce a synthetic gene 
network that could communicate over long distances in minimally constrained 
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conditions. Successes in cell-to-cell propagation have been limited to microfluidic 
devices (Danino et al.; Prindle et al.), or relatively small, passive diffusion driven 
distances on the order ofmm (Tamsir, Tabor, and Voigt). These often rely on boundaries 
that are close relative to the physical size of cells. This imposes a strict boundary 
condition, and locally concentrates the amount of AHL. We aimed to produce a system 
that could cover large distances (centimeters) with minimal constraint. With the newest 
iterations ofthe SP including the RNAP/PT7.I version, and the ribo-regulated versions, we 
feel that we have excellent candidate networks. 
With the newer versions of the SP, there exists a significant parameter space to 
explore that could lead to successful phenotype. Specifically, this includes using 
degradation tags on various internal regulating elements to reduce the basal state of 
various leaky nodes. Integrating with the DNA-damage sensitive machinery also provides 
some very interesting potential circuit applications. We imagine a distance experiment 
with UV induction at a supra-threshold dose to start the circuit off, and sub-threshold 
pulses at defmed distances from the induction in order to "re-charge" the signal. This is 
analogous to the multi-mode communication scheme used by the nervous system. 
Furthermore, DNA-damage sensitivity combined with an excitable amplifying circuit has 
interesting implications for antibiotic concentration sensing. While we have designed a 
DNA-damage inducible trigger, we have also theorized connecting the functional SP 
network to a DNA-damage sensitive toggle switch. In this combination of circuits, the 
DNA-damage induction would flip the toggle and endow only specific cells to execute 
the SP logic. This is an analogous way to encode messages in bacteria and to explore 
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The desired restriction sites are added to the 5' and 3' ends of each component 
using overhang-PCR. For each insertion, both component and vector are uniquely 
double-digested. During post-assembly modifications, the prior insert is removed by gel 
purification following vector digest. The fragments are then ligated and transformed, and 
the resulting clones are screened for the desired product. Since the restriction sites used 
throughout construction remain unique, assembly order is not constrained, which allows 
for a greater degree of flexibility in planning parallel assembly. 
Component Characterization 
Input/output functions were obtained for all of the optimized components and, 
when possible, compared to those for their unaltered counterparts. To obtain 
characterization data, custom test circuits were first constructed for each class of 
components, as detailed below. Then appropriate dose responses were generated with 
fluorescence measurements being performed with a BD F ACSAriaii flow cytometer (BD 
Biosciences ). 
For promoters, cassettes were constructed in which the promoters drive the 
expression of a GFP reporter (Supplementary Fig. 1); these plasrnids were transformed 
into MG1655 Pro cells. Dose response experiments were performed using the appropriate 
inducers for each promoter (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). The promoters were compared to 
their commonly-used, unmodified equivalents. In virtually all cases, the input/output 
functions matched well. Notably, the optimized Puaco promoter exhibited a larger 
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dynamic range than the original unaltered version, with other dose response dynamics 
matching closely. The Plteto promoter was not optimized, since the original did not have 
any reserved restriction sites in its sequence. 
For transcription factors (TFs), cascade circuits were constructed in which the 
magnesium-responsive PmgbrB drives the inducible expression of the TF, which 
subsequently operates on a specific promoter to drive the expression of a GFP reporter 
(Supplementary Fig. 2). These circuits were transformed into the respective MG1655-
derived knockout strains (i.e., strains that have the native TF gene knocked out). Dose 
responses were performed on the TF-sensitive promoters in the absence (with 
magnesium) and presence (without magnesium) of the TF. In the case of the cl protein, 
the dose response was performed with magnesium as the inducer, since a chemical 
inducer does not regulate cl. All of our optimized TFs were able to be expressed and 
predictably regulated their specific promoters in a dose-dependent fashion. 
For our optimized terminator, two simple circuits were constructed in which PsAD 
drove the expression of two bicistronic reporters, GFP and mCherry, with and without the 
terminator between the two reporters (Supplementary Fig. 3). These circuits were 
transformed into MG1655 cells. The expression ofthe two reporters was measured in 
response to induction. For the circuit with the terminator present, the downstream 
reporter, mCherry, produced no expression confirming proper function. 
Two optimized reporters were also tested for fluorescence output. The test circuits 
consisted of Pueto driving the expression of the respective fluorescent reporter 
(Supplementary Fig. 3). The circuits were transformed into MG1655 cells. The tested 
reporters all exhibited dose-dependent expression. 
Primer Design 
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The PCR primers used for plasmid constriction and modification were designed 
according to the following algorithm. Each primer began (5') with six bases arbitrarily 
selected in a manner to create primers with similar Tm, calculated using OligoCalc 
(http://www.basic.northwestem.edu/biotools/oligocalc.html). The next six bases (5 ' -3 ' ) 
comprised the desired restriction enzyme recognition site. The remainder of the primer, 
the 3' end, consisted of either the "Fw. Primer Homology" or the "Rev. Primer 
Homology" sequences, annotated in the component sequence entries. Thus, the fmal 
primer design was: 
5' - six arbitrary bases+ six bases for recognition site+ Fw./Rev. Primer Homology- 3' 
The primers were ordered from IDT. 
Variable Current Options I Ranges Importance 
Media LB LB, M9 3 
Outgrowth Time 180 minutes 3 
Final OD 0.2-0.5 <0.4 2 
Media M9 1 LB, M9 1-4 1 
Induction Agar% 0.75 0.2-0.75 2 
Media aTe 50ng/mL 3 
Arabinose 0.001 % 0.0001 - 0.001 1 
Cell density 0.01 0.01 - 0.1 1 
Delivery 6mm disc Biopsy, Dre>plet, Disc 2 
Volume 15uL 1-15uL 2 
AHL Concentratio 
n 100nM 10nM- 1uM 1 
Timing t=Omin t=1 ,5,10,30,60min 3 
Shape OmniPlate Omnis, 6-wells, 12-well 4 
Plate Size 96-well size 4 
Thickness 30mL 4 
M9Medias Glucose Galactose 
Media 1 0 1 
Media 2 0.25 0.75 
Media 3 0.5 0.5 
Media 4 1 0 
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Distinguished Biomedical Engineering Fellowship, Boston University (2008) 
Winner, McGill Engineering Competition, Consulting (2006) 
Finalist, Provincial Engineering Competition, Junior Design (2005) 
Winner, McGill Engineering Competition, Junior Design (2005) 
RESEARCH EXPERIENCE 
PhD Research- Boston University May 2009-May 2014 
Dr. J. J. Collins (adviser) , Department of Biomedical Engineering 
Synthetic biology aims to confer predictable function to the host systems through the design, 
modeling and construction of synthetic genetic circuits. While there is a fair amount of 
research on how cells process signals individually, there are few studies that focus on 
population-level synchronization. Thus, I am constructing a synthetic circuit to perform 
signal-propagation functions in populations of bacteria. In response to stimuli, this circuit 
allows the bacteria to query the population, with each cell being capable of both sending and 
receiving information. In a second project, I have designed and tested a preliminary platform 
for the in vivo, inducible, directed evolution of genetic networks in E. coli. This platform will 
be used to tune the function of synthetic networks in vivo and has broader implications for 
optimizing metabolic and industrial processes. 
Group Leader -ETX Systems September 2007-April2008 
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McGill Design Project 
Designed an on-site oil sands upgrading facility for in-situ extraction in Alberta. The 
project involved the design of the up grader, water treatment plant, environmental block and 
the transportation infrastructure. This involved choosing and sizing the equipment, 
assessing the economic viability of the project as well as analyzing the social implications 
ofthe construction. 
Research Assistant- Codon Devices May-August 2007 
Applied Technology division 
In the research and development division of this synthetic biology company, I was 
responsible for the development of a genetic library in a new host system (P. Pastoris). 
This task dealt with bacterial cell culture, cloning, cell sorting as well as vector design. 
Also, I was involved in the development of novel assays relating to DNA synthesis. 
Throughout this internship, I learned many critical microbiology techniques as well as the 
thought process that drives research into synthetic biology, and more specifically the 
creation ofDNA. 
Research Assistant, group leader- CEZinc Inc. January-Apri12007 
McGill University Project Lab II 
Along with 5 other students, I designed and realized an experimental plan for the 
optimization of a zinc filtration circuit from the CEZinc facility (Valleyfield, Quebec). I 
designed and optimized the experimental plan, performed the statistical analysis on the data 
and delivered a final presentation to the client and professors on behalf of the group. 
Research Assistant- Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) May-August 2006 
Department of Biological Engineering 
Carried out a research project involving cellular migration under the influence of the HER2 
stimulant. The goal of the research project was to obtain an understanding of the pathways 
involved in the migration of a cancerous model cell system. This research specifically 
involved "in-cell" Western Blotting I immunoblotting, tissue culture, and a migration assay 
developed at MIT using a Cellomics Kineticscan. I was a secondary author in the 
publication resulting from this work. 
Research Assistant- McGill University September 2005-May 2006 
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Department of Chemical Engineering 
Performed research studying the effect of a dextran enriched media on cell health and 
viability. This project was a tangential part of a larger study on simulating blood flow in 
modeled human hearts. I Successfully developed a protocol for supplementing media with 
dextran at a concentration where cells remained viable. It involved mammalian tissue 
culture and MTT cell viability assays. 
Research Assistant- Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) May-August 2005 
Department of Biological Engineering 
Performed research on a project dealing with Akt phosphorylation. The goal was to 
mathematically model the pathways involved in activation in a site-specific manner. My 
involvement in this research specifically involved mammalian tissue culture, Western 
Blotting, micro BCA assays for protein quantification and statistical analysis of the data. I 
was the co-first-author on the publication resulting from this work. 
PUBLICATIONS 
1. Neil Kumar*, Raffi Afeyan*, Sarah Sheppard, Brian Harms and Douglas A. 
Lauffenburger, "Quantitative analysis of Akt phosphorylation and activity in response 
to EGF and insulin treatment." Biochemical and Biophysical Research 
Communications, Volume 354, Issue 1, March 2 2007, Pages 14-20. 
2. Neil Kumar, Raffi Afeyan, Hyung-Do Kim, Douglas A. Lauffenburger, 
"Multi pathway Model Enables Prediction of Kinase Inihibitor Cross-Talk Effects on 
Migration of HER2-0verexpressing Mammary Epithelial Cells ." Molecular 
Pharmacology, Volume 73, Issue 6, March 18 2008, Pages 1668-78. 
3. Kevin D. Litcosfky*, Raffi B. Afeyan*, Russell J. Krom, Ahmad S. Khalil, James J. 
Collins, "Iterative plug-and-play methodology for constructing and modifying 
synthetic gene networks." Nature Methods, 
* Co-First author 
RELEVANT SKILLS 
Technical Skills 
· Experienced with Clonins software, inverted microscopy , fluorescent cytometry & 
sorting 
· Experienced with MS Office applications 
· Experienced with statistical analysis software (Prism) 
· Familiarity with Computer Programming (Java, Visual Basic, MATLAB) 
· Hands-on experience planning, performing and analyzing experiments 
· Experience with HYSYS simulation platform through Process Design course at 
McGill 
Leadership 
· Elected President of McGill undergraduate chapter of the Canadian Society of 
Chemical Engineers (2007-2008) 
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· Elected VP Academic of McGill undergraduate chapter of the Canadian Society of 
Chemical Engineers (2006-2007) 
· Presided over Marianopolis Armenian Student Association (40 members) 
· Chosen to be part of a group of 12 graduating prefects in High School 
Mentoring & Teaching 
· Teaching Assistant, BE 402: Control Systems in Bioengineering, (BU, Professor: 
Jim Collins, Spring 2011) 
· Student Mentor for undergraduate research project. (BU, Summer 2010, Summer 
2012) 
· Tutored English to second language students (August 2003-December 2003) 
· Fluent in English and French, both spoken and written 
